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Foreword

Foreword

a hoist, designed to support disabled people
)-1'$&&('%00"0,%$A&3
In the last decade we have seen hundreds
of Changing Places toilets installed across
the UK, including in major shopping centres,
%"/.1/,05',/%"$'0,%,"1$0'%$(',1)$'A&$,/&03''
D&'-%6&'0&&$'+/0,E-%$('-1)'B-%$#"$#'
C4%A&0',1"4&,0'1.&$'7.'%')1/4('1:'.100";"4",*3'
The summer of 2012 saw many people with
complex and multiple disabilities and their
families able to be a part of the London
Olympic and Paralympic Games due to the
availability of Changing Places toilets at the
6%/"170'0",&0'%$('6&$7&03'D&'-%6&'%401'
-&%/('%;17,',-&';&$&+,0':/18',-10&')-1'
install the toilets and the advantages to local
A1887$","&03'

Baroness Tanni GreyThompson opening the CP
."/010&0'2)"&)30!!1'24(*#$%)5#2)6&"&0*,

Imagine having to change your son,
!"#$%&'()*()+"(&,'()*,)&%')-**()*.)")
public toilet.
Imagine how you would feel if you were
,-%,'.&/01$'1$',-%,'211/3'!%(4*5',-&/&'%/&'
thousands of disabled people and families
)-1'(1'$1,'-%6&',1'70&',-&"/'"8%#"$%,"1$3'
91/',-&85',-"0'"0'%'(%"4*'/&%4",*3''

However, while progress has been made,
more is needed if we are to meet the
demand for Changing Places toilets and to
0&&',-&8'"$'%44'.7;4"A'%/&%03'

Standard accessible toilets meet the needs
1:'018&'("0%;4&('.&1.4&'<';7,'$1,'%443'=6&/'
230,000 people in the UK need personal
assistance to use the toilet or change
continence pads, including people with
profound and multiple learning disabilities,
0."$%4'"$>7/"&0'%$('.&1.4&'4"6"$#')",-'0,/1?&3'

This guide is designed to offer information
and guidance to all those considering
installing a Changing Places toilet and for
those who are already going through the
./1A&00'1:'"$0,%44"$#'1$&3'

Without appropriate facilities, carers are
forced to change continence pads on public
,1"4&,'211/0'1/')%",'7$,"4',-&*'#1'-18&3'@-"0'"0'
7$-*#"&$"A5'7$("#$"+&('%$('7$%AA&.,%;4&3'
B-%$#"$#'C4%A&0',1"4&,0'1::&/'%'0147,"1$3
They are larger facilities that have the right
equipment, including a changing bench and

Changing Places toilets

Everyone has a right to access their
A1887$",*3'=$';&-%4:'1:'%44',-10&')-1'$&&('
Changing Places toilets, their families and
the Changing Places Consortium, thank you
:1/';&"$#'%'.%/,'1:',-"03'
Baroness Tanni GreyThompson DBE
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Finally, we would like to pay special tribute to
the RixThompsonRothenberg Foundation
and the Baily Thomas Charitable Fund for
:7$("$#',-&'./1(7A,"1$'1:',-"0'#7"(&3'

Behind every Changing Places toilet
02)")$(*#+)*.)+"220*,"&')+'*+1')7%*)
8"!')0&)%"++',9):0&%*#&)&%')2#++*(&)*.)
0,!0;0!#"12<)."8010'2<)+(*.'220*,"12)",!)
*($",02"&0*,2<)7')7*#1!),*&)4')7%'(')
7')"(')&*!"=9)
Over the last ten years we have seen a
growing number of planning and building
professionals who are involved in the
installation of Changing Places toilets
%A/100',-&'FG3'@-"0'#7"(&'-%0';&&$'
developed to provide support and guidance
,1'%44',-10&'"$6146&(3''

Beverley Dawkins OBE and Loretto Lambe
CoChairs, Changing Places Consortium

Note on terminology

On behalf of the Changing Places
Consortium, we would like to take this
opportunity to thank all those who have
8%(&',-"0'#7"(&'.100";4&3'

When accessing Changing Places
toilets, disabled people may be
accompanied by one or more other
person(s) who may be professional
carers, support workers, personal
assistants, partners, parents or other
family members, friends or other
A18.%$"1$03'@-&'B-%$#"$#'C4%A&0'
Consortium acknowledges that these
are all distinct roles but has adopted
the term ‘assistant’ throughout this
guide to refer to any person facilitating
access to and use of equipment for the
("0%;4&('.&/01$3

Thank you to everyone who has contributed
to the guide, in particular the professionals
who provided advice and guidance along
the way, the venues that are featured and
the individuals who allowed us to share
,-&"/'.&/01$%4'&H.&/"&$A&03'97/,-&/81/&5'%'
special thank you to the Centre of Accessible
Environments for their pivotal role in the
A/&%,"1$'1:',-"0'#7"(&3'
We also want to share our gratitude
with all the members of the Changing
Places Charter group, the Department for
Communities and Local Government, the
Scottish Government, the Northern Ireland
Assembly and the Welsh Assembly for their
ongoing support, guidance and commitment
,1',-&'A%70&3'D&')174('%401'4"?&',1',-%$?'
Aveso for sponsoring the Changing Places
Campaign, which enables us to work
,1)%/(0'17/'#1%43''''

© Changing Places Consortium
Author and illustrations: Alison Grant
>(*?'/&)@!0&*(2A):"0)B%",)",!)3"!'1'0,')C("=
Designed and typeset by: James Foulger
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1 Introduction

About this guide
Changing Places toilets: the practical
guide)"082)&*)+(*;0!')('"!'(2)70&%)
practical guidance on the design and
8","$'8',&)*.)")B%",$0,$)>1"/'2)DB>E)
&*01'&<)"2)7'11)"2)",)#,!'(2&",!0,$)*.)
7%=)&%'=)"('),''!'!)",!)7%*)02)10F'1=)&*)
4','G&).(*8)&%'89)
The need for specialist toilet and changing
facilities, which enable people with profound
and multiple learning disabilities, their carers,
assistants and families to enjoy days out
)%0'+/0,';/17#-,',1'.7;4"A'%,,&$,"1$';*',-&'
4&%/$"$#'("0%;"4",*'1/#%$"0%,"1$'CIJK!3'K$'
2006, the Changing Places, changing lives
campaign was launched by the Changing
C4%A&0'B1$01/,"783'@-&'A%8.%"#$L0'
continuing aim is to improve the lives of
.&1.4&')-1'/&M7"/&'BC':%A"4","&03'J1/&'
CP toilets are needed to allow freedom of
816&8&$,'%$('("#$",*':1/'&6&/*1$&3
This guide is intended for use by people
responsible for the design and management
of buildings, including:

!"building owners
!"property developers
!"facilities managers
!"architects and designers
!"access consultants
!"occupational therapists
!"planning and building control officers
! representatives of public authorities.
Changing Places toilets

It includes detailed design guidance based
on the recommendations in the British
Standards Institution’s bestpractice
guide BS 8300, which is supplemented
with good practice advice from members
and supporters of the Changing Places
B1$01/,"783'B%0&'0,7(*'&H%8.4&0'"4470,/%,&'
different points and provide demonstrations
1:'BC':%A"4","&0'"$'./%A,"A&3'@-&/&'%/&'
checklists at the end of the Planning,
Equipment and Management chapters for a
M7"A?'%$('&%0*'/&8"$(&/'1:',-&'?&*'.1"$,03'

Changing Places
Consortium
The Changing Places Consortium
supports the installation of CP toilets in
?&*'.7;4"A';7"4("$#03'@-&'B1$01/,"78'
provides information on the location
of existing CP toilets, including a
searchable map, address and contact
details of the venue, opening times,
details of the equipment and public
%AA&003'@-&'B1$01/,"78'%401'.7;4"A"0&0'
the location and expected opening date
1:':1/,-A18"$#'BC',1"4&,03
Members of the Consortium are:
PAMIS, Royal Mencap Society,
Centre for Accessible Environments,
Dumfries and Galloway Council ,
Nottingham City Council, Scottish
Government
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What are Changing
Places toilets and why
do we need them?

How is a Changing
Places toilet different
from an accessible WC?
A standard accessible WC is designed for
"$(&.&$(&$,'70&';*'%$'"$("6"(7%43'N/%;/%"40'
O+H&(E.10","1$'-%$(/%"40P'%/&'41A%,&(',1',-&'
side and rear of the pan, aiding selftransfer
;&,)&&$'%')-&&4A-%"/'%$(',-&'DB3'K$'018&'
cases, a wheelchair user may be assisted,
;7,',-&/&'"0'707%44*'"$07:+A"&$,'/118':1/',)1'
%00"0,%$,03'!,%$(%/('%AA&00";4&'DB0'%/&'
designed to facilitate access by a standard
wheelchair, but are unlikely to accommodate
%'.1)&/&(')-&&4A-%"/5'1/',-10&'+,,&(')",-'
%((","1$%4'-&%('1/'4&#'07..1/,03

H)I*,=)3*#1! – My Brighton and Hove website

A CP toilet provides sanitary accommodation
for people with multiple and complex
disabilities who have one or two assistants
)",-',-&83'
Without a suitable changing bench, many
disabled people have to be laid on the
211/',1';&'A-%$#&(3'@-"0'"0'7$("#$"+&(5'
unhygienic and puts assistants at risk of
"$>7/*3'K$',-&'%;0&$A&'1:'%'-1"0,5'%00"0,%$,0'
are again put at risk when forced to manually
transfer a disabled person who is unable to
0&4:E,/%$0:&/';&,)&&$'%')-&&4A-%"/'%$('DB3
The absence of toilet and changing facilities
means that some disabled people are often
limited in terms of activities available to
them, or even prevented from going out
%4,1#&,-&/3'@-&*'8%*'%401'+$(',-&80&46&0'
compromising their health and dignity – or
that of the people assisting them – by using
7$07",%;4&':%A"4","&03'BC',1"4&,0'A%$'6%0,4*'
improve people’s quality of life, allowing
disabled people and their assistants to
stay out for longer and participate in
81/&'%A,"6","&03'

CP toilets are designed for people who
A%$$1,'70&'0,%$(%/('%AA&00";4&',1"4&,03'
A CP facility must include:
adultsized changing
! heightadjustable,
bench
track hoist system
! ceiling
space for the disabled person
! adequate
and up to two assistants
located toilet with space both
! centrally
sides for assistants
screen
! privacy
wide
paper
! large waste roll
disposal bin
! washbasin, preferably
height adjustable
!
In addition, 2%*7'()."/010&0'2 are
recommended for managed buildings, such
%0'4&"07/&'A&$,/&05',/%$0.1/,'-7;0'1/'0.&A"+A'
./1>&A,03'I'0-1)&/'"0'$1,'/&M7"/&(':1/'%44'
B-%$#"$#'C4%A&0',1"4&,03
See Chapter 4, Equipment and
environment, for further details on
&M7".8&$,'"$'BC',1"4&,03
CP facilities should be provided in addition
to the full range of singlesex and standard
%AA&00";4&'DB0'%$(';%;*'A-%$#"$#':%A"4","&03'
7
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Who uses Changing
Places toilets?

CP toilets are designed for people who
need additional space, equipment, time and
%00"0,%$A&3'@-&*'8%*'$1,';&'07",%;4&':1/'
people who can use standard accessible
,1"4&,0'"$(&.&$(&$,4*3

Research undertaken at the University of
Dundee concluded that up to a quarter of
a million disabled people throughout the
FG'%/&'.1,&$,"%4'70&/0'1:'BC',1"4&,03'!&&'
Chapter 7, 6*#(/'2)*.).#(&%'()0,.*(8"&0*,3'
@-"0'+#7/&'&HA47(&0'.1,&$,"%4'70&/0')-1'%/&'
%;4&',1'70&'0,%$(%/('%AA&00";4&',1"4&,03'D",-'
ongoing advances in medical science and
better healthcare, the number of people who
)"44'$&&('%'BC',1"4&,'"0'A1$0,%$,4*'"$A/&%0"$#3
The range of people who might use CP
toilets include:

! people with profound and multiple learning

Standard accessible corner WC for independent use:
8"$"878'Q3R8';*'S3S8'"$'0"T&5'$1'&M7".8&$,'1/'
space to change an adult or for assistants

disabilities

! people with conditions that may affect

their movement, including cerebral palsy,
multiple sclerosis, motor neurone disease

! people with head injuries or severe spinal
injuries

! people living with stroke
! older people who require assistance
! '&HE0&/6"A&'.&/01$$&43
People who are unable to transfer
independently or have no sitting balance
need additional facilities such as a ceiling
track hoist to transfer between their
wheelchair, the WC and an adultsized
A-%$#"$#';&$A-3'J%$*'.&1.4&')",-'./1:17$('
and multiple learning disabilities are doubly
incontinent and have total dependency on
%00"0,%$,03'@-&*'$&&('%AA&00',1':%A"4","&0'
where they can be changed with dignity and
where assistants are able to use a hoist and
other equipment to provide appropriate and
0%:&'A%/&3

Changing Places facility for assisted use: minimum
3m by 4m in size, including a centrally located WC
with space for assistants either side, adultsized
heightadjustable changing bench, a ceiling track
hoist and privacy screen
© City Hospital, Nottingham University Hospitals
NHS Trust

Changing Places toilets
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CP facilities also allow assistants to use
the toilet, without leaving a disabled person
7$%,,&$(&(3'@-"0'"0'$1,'.100";4&'"$'0,%$(%/('
toilet facilities which do not provide a privacy
0A/&&$'1/'&$17#-'0.%A&3'I'./"6%A*'0A/&&$'
870,';&'"$A47(&('"$'%44'BC',1"4&,03'

“Gentle exercise lets us control
Seth’s condition without medicines
and medical equipment. He is
now able to walk again with a
frame, and has the potential for
independent walking once more,
which is absolutely fantastic.”

CP facilities help Gabriel participate in more
activities for longer

Thanks to the CP facility, Seth can exercise at his
local gym, which helps him control his condition
© Karen Warner

Seth is a young man with autism and
mitochondrial myopathy, whose mother,
!145'A%/&0':1/'-"83'C/&6"1704*'!&,-')%0'
unable to get out of bed and had great
(":+A74,*'&%,"$#'%$('(/"$?"$#5';7,'%'0.&A"%44*'
designed exercise programme has helped
-"8'8%?&'#/&%,'./1#/&003'!&,-'"0'%;4&',1'
attend sessions at his local gym thanks to
a CP facility, and can access the jacuzzi
6"%'%'-1"0,3
Sol says:

N%;/"&4'-%0'874,".4&'0A4&/10"03'U&'"0'7$%;4&'
to stand and uses a wheelchair to move
%/17$(3'U&'/&M7"/&0'%00"0,%$A&5'.%/,"A74%/4*'
)-&$'%)%*':/18'-18&3'N%;/"&4'$&&(0'%'
hoist, changing bench, peninsularstyle toilet
and a room big enough for an assistant and
-"0')-&&4A-%"/3'
Because there are few CP toilets in his area,
Gabriel is extremely restricted as to where
-&'A%$'#13'=$'$78&/170'1AA%0"1$0'-&'-%0'
-%(',1'A7,',/".0'0-1/,'%$('/&,7/$'-18&3'U&'
explains:

“The provision of CP toilets would
enable me to take part in a greater
number of activities, for longer
periods, safe in the knowledge that
CP facilities are available if I need
them.”
9
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Lowri is 12 years old and has Rett
!*$(/18&3'!-&'"0'%')-&&4A-%"/'70&/')",-'$1'
independent mobility and needs complete
SVE-17/'07..1/,')",-'%44'%0.&A,0'1:'-&/'A%/&3'
Lowri wears continence pads, which need to
;&'A-%$#&('"$'%'BC',1"4&,3'

Where should
Changing Places
facilities be provided?
CP facilities should be provided in buildings
and locations where large numbers of people
may visit, such as major entertainment
venues, as well as places people may visit
for several hours at a time, such as schools
1/'A144&#&03'
A CP facility should be provided in:

! major transport terminals or interchanges
such as airports, large railway and bus
stations

! motorway service stations
! sport and leisure facilities, including

Without CP toilets, Lowri either has to be changed in
unsanitary conditions or stay at home

entertainment arenas, stadiums, large
hotels, large theatres and multiplex
cinemas

Thanks to the installation of CP toilets in the
local area, Lowri’s mum, Bethan, has been
able to take the whole family out and stay
17,':1/'41$#&/'"$'W1,,"$#-%83'!-&'0%*0X

! cultural centres such as museums,
concert halls and art galleries

! shopping centres, large retail

“I was able to take Elin and Lowri
shopping for school clothes in the
morning, have lunch and then go
straight on to the theatre, just like
anyone else would have done.”

developments and Shopmobility centres

! key public buildings within town centres
such as town halls, civic centres and
principal public libraries

! educational establishments, including

Changing Lowri in the absence of a CP
,1"4&,'A%$';&'6&/*'(":+A74,5'0%*0'Y&,-%$X'

universities

! health facilities such as hospitals, health

“We try to plan our days around
being home for meal times
because Lowri needs to go to the
toilet, meaning we can only spend
a few hours away from home. We
put a large mat on the floor and
just muddle through – we have
countless experiences at eye level
of disgusting toilet floors.”
Changing Places toilets

A&$,/&0'%$('(1A,1/0L'07/#&/"&03

Portable CP toilets should also be provided
at large outdoor and temporary events such
as music festivals, concerts and agricultural
0-1)03
The following case studies are just some
examples of Changing Places facilities found
"$'("::&/&$,',*.&0'1:';7"4("$#03
10

Rail
Sutton Railway Station

This toilet makes a substantial
contribution towards opening
up train travel to more members
of our local communities,
enabling more passengers with
disabilities to travel knowing
there’s a toilet at Sutton which
meets their needs.”

!7,,1$'Z%"4)%*'!,%,"1$')%0',-&'+/0,'
0,%,"1$',1'"$0,%44'%'BC':%A"4",*3'I0'%'
result, Southern the operator, won the
Loo of the Year Awards 2011(England
A%,&#1/*P3'!7,,1$'Z%"4)%*'!,%,"1$'
was also Highly Commended in the
Passenger Experience category of the
Railway Industry Innovation Awards
S[Q[':1/'",0'BC',1"4&,3

Kirsty Monk, Southern’s Accessibility
Manager

“We have published a
commitment to provide a more
accessible rail network, so it
made sense for us to become
the first train operator in the
country to provide Changing
Places facilities at one of our
key stations.

The Eurotunnel Passenger Terminal in
Folkestone, Paddington and Kings
Cross train stations are all major rail
stations that have also installed CP
facilities, with the Eurotunnel CP toilet
winning the Changing Places category
"$',-&'\11'1:',-&']&%/'I)%/(0'S[QS3
11
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Air
George Best Belfast City Airport was
,-&'+/0,'%"/.1/,'"$',-&'FG',1'"$0,%44'%'BC'
facility in 2010, followed by East Midlands,
Y"/8"$#-%8'%$('W&)A%0,4&'I"/.1/,03'K$'
2012, Gatwick Airport opened two CP
:%A"4","&05'1$&'"$'&%A-',&/8"$%43

“We are constantly listening to our
customers and delivering facilities
that make using the airport easier
for all our passengers and visitors.
This decision has been vindicated
through the very positive feedback
we’ve received.”

CP Campaigners Julie Clough and her mother
Margaret with airport representatives at the opening
of the CP facility at East Midlands Airport

“One in six of Europe’s population
is disabled, so it is vital we provide
appropriate facilities, in all ways.
Margaret made us aware of the
worth of a Changing Places
toilet, beyond our conventional
accessible toilets, and we judged
it a valuable addition to make
people’s experience of London
Gatwick as enjoyable as possible.”

Brian Ambrose, Chief Executive of George
Best Belfast City Airport

Lindsay Baldwin, Head of Airport
Communications at Gatwick Airport

George Best Belfast City Airport

CP campaigners Julie Clough and her
81,-&/'J%/#%/&,'%,,&$(&(',-&'1:+A"%4
openings of the CP toilets at East
J"(4%$(0'%$('N%,)"A?'I"/.1/,03

“This demonstrates
commitment towards creating
a safe and easy way for carers
and those with disabilities to
travel freely through the airport.
The new changing facilities will
make a huge difference to families
who need additional support.”

“From the moment the Changing
Places team first approached
us, we were proud to be able to
support their campaign. As an
airport that caters for millions
of passengers, it is essential to
provide a first class facility.”

Margaret Clough, Changing Places
Campaigner

Brad Miller, East Midlands Airport
Managing Director

Changing Places toilets
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Bus or Car
Middlesbrough Bus Station

The CP toilet at Middlesbrough Bus Station
provides a centrally located facility for people
in the town centre, as well as those using
;70'0&/6"A&03

“We welcome the addition of
any facilities to the town centre
which enable more people to visit
Middlesbrough town centre. It is
well used and enables disabled
shoppers, visitors and their
families to come to our town safe
in the knowledge that there is a
facility they can use which meets
their needs.”

Moto Cherwell Valley

CP facilities at motorway service stations
allow those who need them to travel further
"$'0%:&,*'%$('A18:1/,3
There are currently very few motorway
0&/6"A&0'./16"("$#'B-%$#"$#'C4%A&0':%A"4","&03'
Moto Cherwell Valley service station in
Oxfordshire (Junction 10 on the M40) was
,-&'+/0,',1'./16"(&'%'BC',1"4&,3

“There are almost a quarter
of a million people in this country
who can’t use a standard
accessible toilet. We are extremely
proud to introduce this extended
and much needed facility to the
Richard Horniman, Economic Development motorway network.”
Manager, Middlesbrough Council
Other bus stations with Changing Places
toilets include Stoke, Bromsgrove and
!)%$0&%'B",*';70'0,%,"1$03'

I08)3*22, Chief Executive of motorway
services operator Moto
There are also CP facilities available at the
Moto Toddington Northbound service station,
;&,)&&$'^7$A,"1$0'QQ'%$('QS'1:',-&'JQ3

13
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Retail
IKEA Edinburgh includes a CP facility

The CP facility at the IKEA outlet in
Shopping centres and large retail stores are
_("$;7/#-';&$&+,0';1,-'0,%::'%$('A70,18&/03' places that CP users and their families will
)%$,',1'0.&$(',"8&'6"0","$#3

“At the IKEA Group, we believe that
taking responsibility for people
is a prerequisite for doing good
business. The decision to install
a Changing Places toilet was
entirely our own, in our desire to
create something to benefit our co
workers as well as our customers.”
Elizabeth Stanton, IKEA Community
Educational Support Specialist

Current CP providers include the Trafford
Centre in Manchester, WestQuay and
D&0,+&4('0-1.."$#'A&$,/&0'"$'`&/;*'%$('
Stratford (East London), with two available in
,-&'!,/%,:1/('A&$,/&3
Debenhams Blackpool, Cooperative store
Ilkeston, and Asda Superstore Chaucer
Z1%(5'!-&:+&4(5'%401'./16"(&'BC',1"4&,0'
"$E0,1/&3

Leisure
Capital FM Arena is a major entertainment venue

Changing Places toilets
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Capital FM Arena Nottingham, based
within the National Ice Centre, is a large
entertainment venue whose chief executive,
Geoff Huckstep, has seen how CP facilities
;&$&+,'6"0",1/0X

“We want our venue to be
accessible to everyone, which is
why we were so keen to get this
facility installed at the Arena. We
are proud to be the first arena in
the country to do this and we would
encourage others to follow.”
Long Barn visitor centre
Opening the facility with Nottingham City
Councillor Eunice Campbell was Sara Brett
:/18'W1,,"$#-%83'!%/%'-%0'A&/&;/%4'.%40*'
%$('$&&(0'SVE-17/'A%/&3'U&/'0"0,&/5'\"$(%5'
explained the difference the CP toilet would
make:

\1$#'Y%/$'6"0",1/'A&$,/&')%0',-&'+/0,'FG'
W%,"1$%4'@/70,'./1.&/,*',1'"$0,%44'BC':%A"4","&03'
Located on the side of Divis and the Black
Mountain, Northern Ireland, the centre offers
0A&$"A'6"&)0'1:'Y&4:%0,'%$(';&*1$(3'

“Every time we go to the Arena we
usually have to leave before the
end because Sara needs the toilet,
but that won’t happen now.”

Long Barn visitor centre, Divis and the
Black Mountain

The opening (above) of the CP facility (top right) at
Capital FM Arena Nottingham

The view from the CP facilities at Long Barn
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“Disabled visitors and their families
will now be able to enjoy this
spectacular place – from which
they would otherwise have been
excluded.
The opening of the Long Barn
and Changing Places, on these
wonderful hills, will add to the
visitor experience for so many
people in Belfast, Northern Ireland
and further afield.”
The Eden Project (above) provides a CP facility
(below), so more disabled visitors and their families
can enjoy a full day at the attraction © Eden Project

Hilary McGrady, National Trust Regional
Director for Northern Ireland
Giant’s Causeway, Antrim in Northern
Ireland, Garwnant Visitor Centre in Merthyr
@*(+45'D%4&0'%$(',-&'B%8&4'@/%"4'N%,&)%*'
public conveniences in Wadebridge, Cornwall
are just a few other CP locations which also
enable more disabled visitors to explore
17,(11/',/%"40'%$('$%,7/%4'&$6"/1$8&$,03
The Eden Project
The Eden Project’s ecological gardens
attract over a million visitors every year
and aim to provide a great experience
:1/'%44'%#&05'%;"4","&0'%$(';%A?#/17$(03'
Installing CP facilities has helped them
,1'%A-"&6&',-%,'%"83

Z%A-&4'N&1/#&5')-1'%,,&$(&(',-&'1:+A"%4'
opening with her four year old son Adam,
said:

“It has always been our ambition
to make Eden as accessible as we
can to anyone who wants to come.
Thanks to the work of our very
dedicated staff and partnerships
with Cornwall Council through
the Aiming High programme, the
Sensory Trust and the Changing
Places campaign, we’re really
pleased that we’ve been able to
make this important step forward.”
Tony Kendle, Director, The Eden Project
Changing Places toilets
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“A facility like this makes the
difference between visiting
somewhere for a couple of hours
and being able to stay for a day. It’s
fabulous.”
Cadbury World in Birmingham, Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew, Pili Palas Nature
World in Anglesey and Marwell Zoo,
Hampshire are just a few other popular
6"0",1/'%,,/%A,"1$0')",-'BC',1"4&,03

Key public buildings
Warminster Civic Centre

Key public buildings including civic centres, libraries and town halls are important locations for CP facilities

Public buildings in town centres are excellent
sites for CP facilities, which help support
,-&'41A%4'A1887$",*'%$('6"0",1/03'\1A%4'
authorities should consider providing CP
,1"4&,0'%,'%44'1:',-&"/'A"6"A'-7;03'G&$,'B17$,*'
Council, for example, has CP facilities
%6%"4%;4&'%,'%44'N%,&)%*'0",&03'
Key public buildings such as libraries,
resource centres, community halls and
meeting venues should also consider CP
./16"0"1$',1';&'%AA&00";4&',1'%44'6"0",1/03'
Public buildings with CP facilities include
County Hall Trowbridge, Basingstoke
Discovery Centre and Warminster Civic
B&$,/&3

“ We wanted to make the building

as inclusive and accessible as
possible for all the residents of
Warminster and visitors to the
town. We are delighted that with
the support of Wiltshire Council
we have been able to include a
Changing Places toilet in our new
facilities, giving us stateoftheart
provision for all those who visit the
Civic Centre.”
Heather Abernethie, Warminster Town
Clerk
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Health and education
“We congratulate the health
board on this installation, and
encourage other hospitals in Wales
to follow their good example.
Without Changing Places toilets,
families jeopardise their own
health and safety to change their
son or daughter on a toilet floor
– something which is dangerous,
unhygienic and undignified.
People with a learning disability
will often have additional health
needs, so it’s vital to have fully
accessible spaces like these in our
hospitals.”

University Hospital Wales celebrate opening their
CP facility

Healthcare facilities and education buildings
are more likely to have regular visitors who
/&M7"/&':/&M7&$,'%AA&00',1'BC',1"4&,03

:"=,')B(*/F'(, Director at Mencap Cymru

University Hospital Wales responded to
requests from visiting families and became
,-&'+/0,'-10.",%4',1'"$0,%44'%'BC',1"4&,'"$'
D%4&03

Other healthcare facilities which provide CP
toilets include Ninewells Hospital in Dundee,
Harold Wood Polyclinic in Havering, City
Hospital and Queen’s Medical Centre, which
%/&';1,-'"$'W1,,"$#-%83'

“The Changing Places toilet
we have installed is the first in
any hospital in Wales. We hope
people who cannot use standard
accessible toilets find that this
vastly improves their experience
within the University Hospital of
Wales. I’m delighted that, together
with Mencap Cymru, we have
improved things for families.”

The University of Manchester and the
University of Dundee have improved access
for higher education students and staff
;*'"$0,%44"$#'BC',1"4&,03'I6"&81/&'C/"8%/*'
School and Community Centre also provide
BC':%A"4","&0':1/'41A%4'70&/03

30F')6+',/'(, Assistant Director of Patient
Experience at Cardiff and Vale University
Health Board

Changing Places toilets
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Special events
V Festival

@-&'\1$(1$'S[QS'N%8&0')&/&',-&'+/0,',1'1::&/'BC'
:%A"4","&0'%,'=4*8."A'%$('C%/%4*8."A'6&$7&03'C%74'
Murray (pictured) enjoyed his experience at the Games

Portable CP toilets can be used at outdoor events
such as festivals

© Paul Edgar

Olympic and Paralympic Games 2012

Providing CP toilets at special events means
that more disabled visitors can attend and
0,%*':1/',-&':744'(7/%,"1$3'91/',-&'=4*8."A'
and Paralympic Games 2012 in London,
the Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA)
included CP toilets in each of the Olympic
Park’s venues as part of its Inclusive Design
!,/%,&#*3

“The Olympic Park was designed
and constructed to be inclusive
for people of all cultures, faiths
and ages, and accessible to
disabled people. As part of this
commitment, we aimed to provide
accessible Changing Places toilets
at every venue.”
3"($"('&)J0/F02%, !"#$%#&'()*%%+,,)-./%+")
for the ODA

“There was much to see…I had a
very good day at the Olympics, tiring
but well worth it…and finally, after a
brilliant day out, I headed home.”
>"#1)3#(("=, London 2012 spectator

The outdoor music event, V Festival, offers
.1/,%;4&'BC':%A"4","&03

“British summertime means one thing
to me  going to a festival  and most
of us are lucky enough to be able to
do so without too much worry. But for
people with profound and multiple
learning disabilities this often isn’t
the case as many festivals don’t have
suitable toilets for them to use. That’s
why it’s great to see V Festival’s
continued support for the Changing
Places campaign.”
Jo Whiley, BBC Radio 2 DJ
Robert (pictured above with friends)
loves music and goes to gigs in his local
%/&%'%4810,'&6&/*')&&?3'U1)&6&/5'%0'-"0'
assistant Rui Shang explained, he had never
been able to go to a festival before due to
,-&'4"8",%,"1$'1:':%A"4","&03'Z7"'0%"(X

“It’s brilliant that V festival has
Changing Places toilets at the site –
now Robert can get to see the bands
he has plastered on his walls!”
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2 Legislative
background
This section sets out the legislative
4"/F$(*#,!)('1';",&)&*)&%')+(*;020*,)
",!)#2')*.)B%",$0,$)>1"/'2)DB>E)&*01'&2)
",!)2''F2)&*)/1"(0.=)&%')!#&0'2)",!)
('2+*,204010&0'2)*.)+(*;0!'(2)",!)#2'(29)
K&)*#&10,'2)'L02&0,$)+*10/=)$#0!",/').*()
organisations considering or planning
a CP toilet.

Act 2010 as the ‘protected characteristics’
of race, disability, gender, gender identity,
religion and belief, pregnancy and maternity,
0&H7%4'1/"&$,%,"1$'%$('%#&3'@-&'IA,'/&.4%A&('
previous equality legislation including the
`"0%;"4",*'`"0A/"8"$%,"1$'IA,0'QaaR'%$('S[[R'
O``IP'"$'_$#4%$(5'!A1,4%$('%$('D%4&03'@-&'
``I'"0'0,"44'"$':1/A&'"$'W1/,-&/$'K/&4%$(3

It is important to carry out a full risk
assessment and implement robust
management procedures for maintaining
0%$",%/*':%A"4","&03'@-&'U&%4,-'%$('!%:&,*'
Executive provides further information
about conducting risk assessments on its
)&;0",&3'@-&'B-%$#"$#'C4%A&0'B1$01/,"78'"0'
happy to assist anyone with concerns about
providing CP facilities, although they are
7$%;4&',1'./16"(&'4&#%4'%(6"A&3'I':%A,0-&&,'
about legal issues is available for download
:/18',-&'BC')&;0",&3'91/'81/&'(&,%"405'0&&'
Chapter 7, 6*#(/'2)*.).#(&%'()0,.*(8"&0*,3

@-&'0"$#4&'&M7%4",*':/%8&)1/?'0"8.4"+&0',-"0'
area of the law and also strengthens the
duties, rights and expectations of service
users, service providers and employers
across the public, commercial and voluntary
0&A,1/03'B18.%/&(')",-'./&6"170'4&#"04%,"1$5'
the Equality Act 2010 makes it easier for
disabled people to demonstrate that they are
A16&/&(';*',-&'(&+$","1$'1:'b("0%;"4",*L'7$(&/'
,-&'IA,3'K,'./1,&A,0'("0%;4&('.&1.4&'%#%"$0,'
direct discrimination, indirect discrimination,
discrimination arising from their disability,
-%/%008&$,'%$('6"A,"8"0%,"1$3'
Different parties, including service providers,
employers and education providers are
required to make ‘reasonable adjustments’
wherever a disabled person would encounter
a substantial disadvantage, in an effort to
16&/A18&',-"0'("0%(6%$,%#&3'I(>70,8&$,0'
may be made to policies or to physical
features, or through the provision of auxiliary
%"(03'

Equality legislation
and treaties
@M#"10&=)N/&)OPQP)D@,$1",!<)
6/*&1",!)",!):"1'2E
The Equality Act 2010 came into force in
October 2010 and provides a single legal
framework through which inequality and
("0A/"8"$%,"1$'A%$';&'A-%44&$#&(3'K,';/17#-,'
together nine separate antidiscrimination
laws which previously covered distinct areas
1:'"$&M7%4",*3'@-&0&'%/&'(&+$&('"$',-&'_M7%4",*'
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The Act provides protection at work for people
)-1'A%/&':1/'%'("0%;4&('1/'14(&/'.&/01$3'K,'
also provides measures to protect people
against discrimination and harassment
when accessing services accompanied by a
("0%;4&('.&/01$3

Duties as a service
provider
The Equality Act 2010 sets out duties
requiring service providers to make
reasonable adjustments by:

!"altering policies and practices
!""overcoming barriers caused by
!"

physical features of buildings
providing auxiliary aids.

Doing this should make it easier for disabled
.&1.4&',1'%AA&00':%A"4","&0'%$('0&/6"A&03'
The Act also requires organisations to plan
ahead and make changes in advance in
order to meet the needs of existing and
.1,&$,"%4'$&)'A70,18&/03'
Whether an adjustment is considered
‘reasonable’ will depend on a number
of factors, including the practicality and
effectiveness of implementing the change,
the cost, the size of the organisation
%$('%6%"4%;"4",*'1:'/&017/A&03'@-&'%"8'1:'
undertaking adjustments should be to
remove any disadvantage experienced by
("0%;4&('.&1.4&3

Positive action
The Equality Act 2010 allows service
providers to take positive action in order to
meet the needs of people who are under
/&./&0&$,&(5'("0%(6%$,%#&('1/'-%6&'0.&A"+A'
needs, where this will help to overcome
.1,&$,"%4';%//"&/0'1/'("0%(6%$,%#&03'@-&'
purpose of positive action is to increase
1..1/,7$","&0':1/'.&1.4&',1';&$&+,':/18'
services and to enjoy full involvement in
the community by providing services that
/&0.1$(',1'0.&A"+A'/&M7"/&8&$,03'

There is no restriction under the Act on
treating disabled people more favourably
,-%$'.&1.4&')-1'%/&'$1,'("0%;4&(3'K,'"0'%401'
acceptable to target positive action towards
people with a particular disability, rather than
,1'("0%;4&('.&1.4&'#&$&/%44*3
^70,"+A%,"1$':1/',%?"$#'.10","6&'%A,"1$'0-174('
be based on three conditions:

!""service providers should have

reasonable grounds for thinking that a
particular group of people protected
by the Act are disadvantaged in terms
of accessing their services
service providers should have
reasonable grounds for thinking that
the particular group of people is
underrepresented as service users
the needs of the particular group
should be different from those of other
groups of people.

!""
!""

Where a service provider takes positive
action, the action should meet the needs of
the particular target group, help to reduce
or eliminate disadvantages and facilitate full
"$6146&8&$,'1/'%AA&00',1',-&'0&/6"A&3

Public sector Equality
Duty
The Act includes a public sector Equality
Duty, which came into force from April
S[QQ3'@-"0'/&M7"/&0'.7;4"A';1("&0',1'.4%A&'
equality at the heart of everything they do
%$('&H,&$(0',-&';&$&+,0'%A/100'%44'./1,&A,&('
A-%/%A,&/"0,"A03'K,'A1$0"0,0'1:'%'#&$&/%4'(7,*'
%$('0.&A"+A'(7,"&03
D-"4&',-&'0.&A"+A'(7,"&0'6%/*'"$'_$#4%$(5'
Scotland and Wales, under the general duty
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all public authorities in the UK are required
to actively promote disability equality and
positive attitudes towards disabled people,
as well as to eliminate harassment and
("0A/"8"$%,"1$'1:'("0%;4&('.&1.4&3'

Disability
Discrimination Act
1995 (Northern Ireland)
Under the DDA, employers and service
providers have the positive duty to make
reasonable adjustments to premises and
policies in order to provide disabled people
access to goods, facilities, services or
./&8"0&03''
A service provider may need to change a
practice, policy or procedure which makes
",'"8.100";4&'1/'7$/&%01$%;4*'(":+A74,':1/'
("0%;4&('.&1.4&',1'%AA&00',-&"/'0&/6"A&03'
They may also have to make adjustments
where a physical feature makes it impossible
1/'7$/&%01$%;4*'(":+A74,':1/'%'("0%;4&('
.&/01$',1'70&'%'0&/6"A&3''
The Equality Commission for Northern
Ireland provides the following guidance on
duties in relation to the provision of goods,
:%A"4","&0'%$('0&/6"A&03

Goods, facilities
and services
The DDA makes it unlawful for those
providing goods, facilities or services
to the public to discriminate against a
disabled person for a reason related to
,-&"/'("0%;"4",*5'"$'A&/,%"$'A"/A780,%$A&03'
It is unlawful for a provider of services
to discriminate against a disabled
person in:

! refusing to provide, or deliberately
!

!
!

not providing, to a disabled
person, any service which is
provided to members of the public
failing to make a reasonable
adjustment which makes it
impossible or unreasonably
difficult for a disabled person to
make use of any such service, and
the failure cannot be justified
the standard of service provided
to a disabled person or the manner
in which the service is provided
the terms on which the service
is provided.

Public sector duties
(Northern Ireland)
Public bodies in Northern Ireland have
additional duties to promote equality of
opportunity and good relations under Section
cR'1:',-&'W1/,-&/$'K/&4%$('IA,'Qaad3'@-&*'
must also meet duties under the Disability
Discrimination Act to promote positive
attitudes towards disabled people and to
encourage the participation of disabled
.&1.4&'"$'.7;4"A'4":&3
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Among other areas, the Convention includes
articles relating to:

!""equality and nondiscrimination,

including the ability to create specific
measures to promote equality for
disabled people (Article 5)
accessibility including within the
built environment, transport, public
services and facilities (Article 9)
freedom from degrading treatment,
that is, treatment that is grossly
humiliating and undignified (Article 15)
living independently and being
included in the community (Article 19)
personal mobility (Article 20)
participation in cultural life, recreation,
leisure and sport (Article 30).

!""
!""
Sara and her sister Linda

!""

“I’m determined Sara should
!""
have the chance to take part in
!""
our local community, and we go
out somewhere every day. Now
that Nottingham City Centre has
Changing Places toilets we have far The UN Enable website provides additional
more freedom and choice – it’s made information on the UN Convention on the
Z"#-,0'1:'C&/01$0')",-'`"0%;"4","&03'97/,-&/'
such a difference to our lives”

United Nations
Convention on the
Rights of Persons with
Disabilities
@-&'FG'N16&/$8&$,'/%,"+&(',-&'F$",&('
Nations (UN) Convention on the Rights
1:'C&/01$0')",-'`"0%;"4","&0'"$'S[[a3'@-&'
Convention places obligations on the UK
Government to protect and promote the
rights of disabled people and to take steps to
ensure that this is also undertaken by other
public bodies, such as local authorities and
-&%4,-';1%/(03'@-&'B1$6&$,"1$'A%$'.4%*'%$'
interpretative role in cases under domestic
-78%$'/"#-,0'1/'&M7%4",*'4&#"04%,"1$3

information and guidance on domestic
equality and human rights legislation,
as well as on the application of the UN
Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities in the UK, can be found via the
UK’s commissions for equality and human
/"#-,03'!&&'B-%.,&/'c5'6*#(/'2)*.).#(&%'()
0,.*(8"&0*,3'

Building Regulations,
design guidance and
codes of practice
5(0&02%)6&",!"(!)D56E)RSPP
Detailed guidance relating to the provision
and design of CP toilets was included for
,-&'+/0,',"8&'"$'%'Y/","0-'!,%$(%/(')-&$'
it was incorporated into the 2009 edition
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Changing Places toilets and further
guidance is available from the
Changing Places Campaign website
(www.changingplaces.org) or by
reference to guidance in section
12.7 and Annex G of BS 8300.

of BS 8300 Design of buildings and their
approaches to meet the needs of disabled
people – code of practice3'@-&'A1(&'1:'
practice provides guidance for those
involved in the design of new buildings and
the adaptation or improvement of existing
:%A"4","&03'K,'/&A188&$(0',-%,'BC':%A"4","&0'
should be provided in larger buildings and
complexes with public access or where
visitors might be expected to spend long
.&/"1(0'1:',"8&3

“5.17
In large building complexes, such as
retail parks and large sports centres,
there should be one wheelchair
accessible unisex toilet capable of
including an adult changing table.”

Building Regulations
The design of all new buildings and the
majority of alterations to existing premises
are controlled by the Building Regulations
system in England, Wales, Scotland and
W1/,-&/$'K/&4%$(3'@-&'Y7"4("$#'Z&#74%,"1$0'
include a series of requirements to ensure
that buildings are safe, healthy, sustainable
and convenient for everyone to access and
70&3'@-&'%001A"%,&(',&A-$"A%4'(1A78&$,0'
A16&/'0.&A"+A'%/&%0'1:',-&'Z&#74%,"1$05')",-'
the most relevant to this guide being the
following:

England

Approved Document M – Access to and use
of buildings (ADM)
Documents and guidance that are current
and in force up to 31 December 2011 and
had previously applied to England and
Wales, will continue to apply in Wales
following transfer of powers to Welsh
J"$"0,&/03'@-"0'"$A47(&0'Y7"4("$#'Z&#74%,"1$0'
%$('I../16&('`1A78&$,03'
From 1 January 2012, any revisions
to Building Regulations and Approved
Documents issued by the Department for
Communities and Local Government apply
,1'_$#4%$('1$4*3'91/',-&'4%,&0,'6&/0"1$'/&:&/'
to the Welsh Government website:
77797"1'29$*;9#F)

Approved Document M – Access to and use
of buildings (AD M) 2013 edition
!&A,"1$'R'/&:&/0',1',-&'./16"0"1$'1:'0%$",%/*'
accommodation and CP facilities in larger
;7"4("$#03

“5.6
In large building developments,
separate facilities for baby changing
and an enlarged unisex toilet
incorporating an adult changing
table are desirable. Facilities
incorporating adult changing tables
are more commonly known as
Changing Places toilets

Wales
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Northern Ireland
Technical Booklet R 2012 – Access to and
use of buildings
Section 6, Sanitary accommodation, covers
the provision of sanitary and changing
facilities in dwellings and nondomestic
;7"4("$#03'Appendix A: Informative –
facilities for people with profound and
multiple learning disabilities, includes
recommendations for changing places
facilities:

“People with profound and multiple
learning disabilities, who require the
help of up to two assistants, need
a facility that is a combined toilet,
shower and changing room.
Such facilities require extra space
to accommodate people, often
using large wheelchairs having
elevated leg rests, a reclining facility
or integral oxygen cylinders, and
space to fit slings for use with a
hoist. It also needs to be possible
for a wheelchair to remain within
the facility when not in use without
compromising the safe access and
use of the equipment.

“Changing Places Toilet (CPT) – is
a toilet with a changing facility that
is suitable for use by people that
have profound and multiple learning
disabilities or other disabilities
and for whom standard accessible
toilets may not be fit for purpose. A
CPT is provided where the building
owner chooses to do so and their
installation represents best practice.
There are many building types best
suited for CPT installations including
publicly accessible facilities such
as shopping malls, entertainment or
assembly buildings and transport
related facilities. Provision of CPTs
within suitable buildings is important
to establish a network of facilities
at appropriate locations across the
country.”
Jersey
Approved Technical Guidance Document
Part 8 – Access to and use of buildings,
2007 edition incorporating 2012
amendments

A Changing Places toilet includes
such extra space and facilities.”
6/*&1",!
Technical Handbook 2013 – NonDomestic
@-&'#7"(%$A&'"$'0&A,"1$'e3QS'<'!%$",%/*'
facilities acknowledges CP toilets as best
practice and includes recommendations for a
network of these facilities:

!&A,"1$'R'"$A47(&0'(&,%"4&('(&0"#$'
considerations and provisions for Changing
Places sanitary accommodation in terms of
meeting requirements of Part 8 of Schedule
S',1',-&'Y7"4("$#'Y*&4%)0'O^&/0&*P'S[[c3'
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N//'22041')&("0,)2&"&0*,)!'20$,).*()
!02"41'!)+'*+1'A)N)/*!')*.)+("/&0/'

The code is published by the Department
for Transport, and relates to Section 71B of
,-&'Z%"4)%*0'IA,'Qaae3'K,':74+40',-&'!&A/&,%/*'
of State’s responsibility to produce a code
of practice “protecting the interests of users
of railway passenger services or station
services who are disabled”3'
Example layout from the Jersey Technical Guidance
Document: Part 8

Section P2 Toilets – provision and location of
wheelchairaccessible toilets states:

“The reason for including provision
for Changing Places facilities was
to address concerns that standard
wheelchairaccessible toilets do
not meet the needs of all disabled
people. Providing CP facilities as
part of larger developments was
seen as a reasonable solution to
those concerns.”

“A Changing Places toilet facility
should be provided in all large
railway stations (category A).
(Further advice on the design and
installation of Changing Places
facilities can be obtained by
contacting the Changing Places
Consortium). The Changing Places
facility should be in addition to, not
instead of, the provision of unisex
accessible WCs.”

3*((02)T*2/*#'&, Director of Building
Control, States of Jersey

Changing Places toilets
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Health and safety

B*88*,)1"7)*.),'$10$',/'

legislation

This is the law which would potentially
apply should a user suffer an injury using
%':%A"4",*'07A-'%0'%'BC':%A"4",*3'@-&';%0"A'
J'"1&%)",!)6".'&=)"&):*(F)N/&)QUVW
test of negligence is whether there is a
duty of care, whether it has been breached
Under the Health and Safety at Work Act
by carelessness, and whether harm has
1974, employers have a duty to ensure,
;&&$'A%70&(';*',-&';/&%A-3'@-&',&0,'1:'
as far as is reasonably practicable, the
carelessness would include consideration
health, safety and welfare at work of all their
of whether the risks of providing specialist
&8.41*&&03'@-"0'(7,*'8%*';&'/&4&6%$,5':1/'
equipment in public toilets had been properly
example, regarding attendants employed in
evaluated and then balanced against the
.7;4"A'BC',1"4&,03'@-&'./16"(&/')174('-%6&',1'
;&$&+,05')-"A-')174(';&'(&,&/8"$&(';*'%'
be clear about the role and function of such
thorough assessment of the risks and how
attendants, as well as about the competence
,-&0&'A174(';&'8%$%#&(3
4&6&45'07.&/6"0"1$5'.14"A"&0'%$('./1A&(7/&03
The Changing Places Consortium
recommends that organisations do not place
responsibility on staff to assist people to use
BC',1"4&,':%A"4","&03'
The Act also places a duty on employers
to conduct their undertaking in a way as to
ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable,
that people who are not in their employment
who might be affected are not exposed to
/"0?',1)%/(0',-&"/'-&%4,-'%$('0%:&,*3'@-"0'
might apply to users of CP toilets and their
%00"0,%$,03'@-&'/"0?'8"#-,';&'8%$%#&(5':1/'
example, by providing clear information
about the equipment and instructions for
use, by ensuring the equipment is properly
maintained and by providing an emergency
%4%/83

3","$'8',&)*.)J'"1&%)",!)6".'&=)

X0.&0,$)Y+'("&0*,2)",!)X0.&0,$)
Equipment Regulations 1998,
",!)>(*;020*,)",!)Z2')*.):*(F)
Equipment Regulations 1998
These regulations relate to the examination
and maintenance of lifting equipment, but
1$4*':1/'&M7".8&$,'70&('%,')1/?3'U1)&6&/5'
where the Health and Safety at Work Act
applies to nonemployees, the Health and
Safety Executive has stated that it would
expect the standards associated with these
/&#74%,"1$0',1';&'%(-&/&(',13'
The Changing Places Consortium
recommends that all specialist equipment
0-174(';&'+,,&(5'/&#74%/4*'"$0.&A,&('%$('
maintained according to the manufacturer’s
"$0,/7A,"1$03

"&):*(F)T'$#1"&0*,2)QUUU
Among other duties, these regulations
stipulate an explicit obligation to carry
out a risk assessment in relation to both
&8.41*&&0'%$('$1$E&8.41*&&03
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3",#"1)J",!10,$)Y+'("&0*,2)
T'$#1"&0*,2)QUUO)D"2)"8',!'!)
0,)OPPOE
These Regulations are designed to protect
and safeguard people in the workplace in
0",7%,"1$0',-%,'"$6146&'8%$7%4'-%$(4"$#3'
They acknowledge that many injuries can be
caused by handling heavy loads, by adopting
poor posture and by exacerbating a previous
1/'&H"0,"$#'"$>7/*3'@-&'Z&#74%,"1$0'/&M7"/&'
employers to carry out a risk assessment
for all manual handling tasks, taking into
account the task, individual capabilities, the
41%('%$(',-&')1/?"$#'&$6"/1$8&$,3'
A risk assessment might conclude that
the risks posed to an attendant who was
called upon to physically assist a user of
,-&',1"4&,')&/&'-"#-'%$('7$8%$%#&%;4&3'@-&'
Changing Places Consortium recommends
that the facility attendants should not be
/&M7"/&(',1'-&4.'70&/0'1:'BC',1"4&,03
The provision of heightadjustable facilities
such as a hoist, changing bench and
washbasin will enable disabled people and
their assistants to use the facilities safely
%$(')",-'A1$0"(&/%;4*'/&(7A&('/"0?'1:'"$>7/*3

Sara and Linda using a hoist: transfer is managed by
the disabled person and their chosen assistant(s)

Further information and guidance on health
and safety legislation is available from the
Health and Safety Executive – see Chapter
7, 6*#(/'2)*.).#(&%'()0,.*(8"&0*,3

“Organisations that provide a CP
toilet should not place responsibility
on staff to assist people to use the
facilities.”
Changing Places Consortium, Legal
framework factsheet

Changing Places toilets
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Recommendations for risk management
To ensure that organisations considering the installation of a CP facility have a balance
;&,)&&$',-&'/"0?0'.10&('%$(',-&';&$&+,0'1::&/&(5',-&'B-%$#"$#'C4%A&0'B1$01/,"78'8%?&0'
the following recommendations:

!""Organisations that provide a CP toilet should carry out a full risk assessment.
!""Organisations that provide a CP toilet should not place responsibility on staff
to assist people to use the facilities.

!"An emergency alarm should be fitted in the CP toilet with a clear management
and response policy.

!""All specialist equipment, including hoists and changing benches, should be
fitted, regularly inspected and maintained according to the manufacturers’
instructions.

!"Instructions that show how to use equipment, and any relevant warnings,
should be clearly displayed in the facility.

!""Organisations should not provide slings. Signage and literature should clearly
advise people that they should provide their own slings for health and safety
reasons.

!""Clear information should be provided on the type of hoist provided in the

facility and which slings are compatible. If there is any uncertainty as to
whether the hoist is compatible with the person’s own sling, the person should
be advised not to use the facility.

!""The organisation should ensure that the facility is kept as clean and hygienic
as possible.

!""Equipment to assist people using the facility to maintain hygiene should be

provided, including wide tearoff paper roll to cover the changing bench and a
large waste bin for disposable pads.

For detailed guidance on managing CP facilities, see Chapter 6, 3","$'8',&)",!)
maintenance3
A legal factsheet is available from the Changing Places website:
7779/%",$0,$[+1"/'29*($
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3 Planning
and design
Consultation

In situations where a CP toilet is being
provided for known individuals, such as
0.&A"+A'0,7(&$,0'"$'0A-1140'1/'A144&#&05',-&"/'
$&&(0'0-174(';&',%?&$'"$,1'%AA17$,3'K:'%'
new CP toilet is proposed within an existing
building, such as an adult daycare centre,
the input of people already attending the
;7"4("$#'"0'&00&$,"%43

When planning the provision of a new
Changing Places (CP) toilet, consultation
with relevant organisations and individuals
is essential if the needs of existing local
70&/'#/17.0'%/&',1';&'8&,3'@-&'4"0,';&41)'
suggests various groups that could be
consulted, the choice depending on the
41A%,"1$'1:',-&'./1.10&(':%A"4",*3'=$A&'?&*'
70&/'#/17.0'-%6&';&&$'"(&$,"+&(5',-&"/'
needs should be considered throughout
the design process and in the selection of
&M7".8&$,3'

Professional advice
Organisations or authorities looking to
provide a CP toilet will need an architect
or building surveyor to prepare plans and
1;,%"$'/&4&6%$,'0,%,7,1/*'A1$0&$,03'@-"0')"44'
be the case whether the work is part of a
new development or is an addition to an
&H"0,"$#';7"4("$#3'@-&'%/A-",&A,'1/';7"4("$#'
surveyor will advise if the services of other
professionals such as a structural engineer
or building services engineer are also
/&M7"/&(3

Consultation groups

!"local access groups
information and advice
!"local
services for disabled people
!"local disabled people’s groups
!"day centres
learning disability
!"community
teams
!"occupational therapists
Information and Advice
!"Disability
Line (DIAL)
!"carers’ groups
authority disabled children’s
!"local
teams
!"school staff
!"social services adultcare teams
!"Shopmobility centres
forums associated with
!"patient
local health centres or hospitals
authority access officers or
!"local
equalities teams.
Changing Places toilets

Given the specialist nature of CP toilets and
taking into account access considerations,
it is recommended to seek advice from a
professional access consultant as well as
&$#%#"$#')",-'A1$074,%,"1$'#/17.03'@-&'
National Register of Access Consultants
(NRAC) is a useful resource for this
purpose, see Chapter 7, 6*#(/'2)*.).#(&%'()
0,.*(8"&0*,3'
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Statutory consents
Room layout:

The provision of a CP toilet is likely to
require statutory consents including planning
permission, Building Regulations approval
and, in the case of listed buildings, listed
;7"4("$#'A1$0&$,3'Y&0"(&0',-&'%/A-",&A,'1/'
building surveyor, the local authority planning
1:+A&/5';7"4("$#'"$0.&A,1/5'%AA&00'1:+A&/'%$('
A1$0&/6%,"1$'1:+A&/'8%*';&'%;4&',1'./16"(&'
%(6"A&'1$'1;,%"$"$#',-&0&'A1$0&$,03

critical factors

! direct access from the door into
the clear manoeuvring space

! sufficient clear space to enable

a wheelchair user and two
assistants to manoeuvre around
the room

Room layout

! fixed and freestanding equipment
positioned to maximise the
manoeuvring space

The correct arrangement of equipment in
a CP toilet ensures that people are able to
%AA&00'%$('70&',-&':%A"4","&0'&%0"4*3'U1)&6&/5'
"$',-&'A%0&'1:'/&,/1E+,':%A"4","&05',-&/&'8%*';&'
limitations on the arrangement as a result
of the door position, structural elements,
&H"0,"$#'0&/6"A&0'%$('1,-&/':%A,1/03

! easy direct transfer using hoist

between clear manoeuvring space,
WC and changing bench

! peninsular WC positioned to

provide room for an assistant on
either side of the WC

The diagrams that follow illustrate several
different room arrangements, all of which
allow useable facilities for the majority of
70&/03'G&*'A1$0"(&/%,"1$0':1/'%':%A"4",*'<'
which are highlighted on each diagram –
include:

! if installed, shower unit and

detachable shower head located
close to head of changing bench

! if installed with shower unit, floor
drain positioned to prevent water
flowing across room

! adequate manoeuvring space
! position of equipment in relation to the

! privacy curtain or screen

positioned to shield the WC and
to provide adequate space either
side, but where it will not cause an
obstruction when retracted.

ceiling track hoist

! position of items such as waste bins,
hand dryers and dispensers.
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Example design:
BS 8300 Changing Places facility

Changing Places toilets
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Example design: Alternative layout
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Example design: Central door layout

Changing Places toilets
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Design: Recommended heights for fittings

Recommended heights for fittings
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Design: Recommended heights for shower area

Recommendations on the design and installation of a shower area with shower seat can be
found in Chapter 4, Equipment and environment3

Changing Places toilets
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Case study:

The Eden Project’s CP facility design
@-&'BC',1"4&,'%,',-&'_(&$'C/1>&A,'8&%07/&0'%../1H'V3R8';*'e8'./16"("$#'%'0.%A&'1:'
>70,'16&/'Qe3R'0M'8'O0M7%/&'8&,/&0P3'
The interior decoration provides visual contrast, which helps to identify the equipment,
%0')&44'%0'A/&%,"$#'%')&4A18"$#'&$6"/1$8&$,3

“The main learning point for me is that, while it is crucial to ensure there
is enough space to create an accessible environment, going the extra
mile and getting the best equipment also makes a real difference to
people’s lives.”
Andy Bruton, The Eden Project

[Above] The Eden Project’s CP layout is a
;&0.1?&'V3R';*'e8'(&0"#$';*'@&('C%#&
[Right] The Eden Project’s CP facility is
bright and welcoming
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Planning CP toilets in

The guidance in the Sport England
publication Accessible Sports Facilities
requires a CP toilet to be provided in sports
centres with a ninecourt sports hall (or
larger) and in swimming pools and leisure
A&$,/&0')",-'%'SR8'O1/'41$#&/P'.1143'K,'"0'%401'
recommended for fourcourt and sixcourt
0.1/,0'-%440'%$('S[8'0)"88"$#'.11403

different venues
Large venues
In larger venues such as shopping centres,
cultural sites and stadiums, CP toilets
should be located in the same area as
other WC facilities, clearly signed and near
0,%::&('"$:1/8%,"1$'.1"$,03'K$:1/8%,"1$'1$'
CP facilities should be made available at
reception areas, maps, directories and any
41A%4'!-1.81;"4",*'A&$,/&03
Public conveniences
In public conveniences with direct access
from the street, security issues may be a
concern – see also Security in Chapter 6,
3","$'8',&)",!)8"0,&',",/'3'K$'018&'
circumstances, a wallmounted, folddown,
heightadjustable changing bench may be
./&:&/%;4&',1'%'81;"4&'7$",3'
Clear street and building signage will
-&4.'6"0",1/0',1'+$(',-&':%A"4","&03'U17/0'1:'
opening, management contact details and
alternative CP toilet information should be
./16"(&(3

Sports and leisure

The public toilets in Nottingham City Centre offer
one main entrance to the separate toilets, promoting
social inclusion, access and increasing public visibility
and convenience

centres
CP toilets should be located close to
changing areas, with direct access to the
0.1/,0':%A"4","&03'IAA&00";4&'%$('("#$"+&('
methods of transferring into swimming pools
0-174(';&'./16"(&(3'I001A"%,&(':%A"4","&0'
such as lockers should be provided nearby
%$('0-174(';&'&%0"4*'%AA&00";4&3

Changing Places toilets
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Bradford Metropolitan District Council has
been instrumental in providing a number
of CP toilets in buildings throughout the
district, one of which is at Keighley Leisure
B&$,/&3'@-&'4&"07/&'A&$,/&'./16"(&0':%A"4","&0'
including a swimming pool with wetside
A-%"/'%$('-1"0,5'0%7$%5'+,$&00'07",&5';%/5'
A%:f'%$('0.&A,%,1/'#%44&/*3'@-&'BC',1"4&,'A%$'
be used whenever the leisure centre is open
%$('"0'?&.,'7$41A?&(3'IAA&00',1',-&',1"4&,'
is via the leisure centre reception, which is
0,%::&('%,'%44',"8&03'
Keighley Leisure Centre’s 23 sq m facilities are large
enough to include two peninsular layout WCs with
%'./"6%A*'0A/&&$5'&$%;4"$#'81/&'&:+A"&$,'70&';*'%'
visiting group

Residential, day
centre and healthcare
environments
The CP toilet at Keighley Leisure Centre provides a
good range of facilities

The large facility incorporates two
peninsulararrangement WCs which can be
divided by a privacy screen, a freestanding
heightadjustable changing bench and
A&"4"$#',/%A?'-1"0,3'@)1':14(E(1)$'-&"#-,E
adjustable shower seats are also provided
and are mounted on a horizontal track to
&$%;4&',-&8',1';&'816&(',1'07",',-&'70&/3'
Providing two WCs means that if groups
visit the leisure centre, they have the option
of two people using the facility at the same
,"8&5'/&(7A"$#'M7&7"$#',"8&3'@-&'./16"0"1$'
of heightadjustable dropdown rails to either
0"(&'1:',-&'DB'1::&/0'#/&%,&/'2&H";"4",*'%$('
"8./16&('0%:&,*'A18.%/&(',1'+H&(E-&"#-,'
(/1.E(1)$'/%"403

K$'0",7%,"1$0')-&/&'%'0"#$"+A%$,'./1.1/,"1$'
of people who use the facilities are either
residents or regular visitors, it may be
appropriate to provide shelves or cupboards
to store personal items, such as pads and
cleansing products, as well as items for
%00"0,%$,05'07A-'%0'#416&0'%$('-%$('A/&%83'
Shelves and cupboards should not cause
an obstruction or reduce the overall space
%6%"4%;4&3
In hospitals, facilities similar to CP toilets
are likely to be provided already for use by
inpatients as a component of wardbased
:%A"4","&03'I'BC',1"4&,':1/'.7;4"A'70&'0-174('
also be provided to enable disabled people
to attend GP practices, health centres and
hospitals as visitors, and for outpatient
%..1"$,8&$,03
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Universities
Access to a Changing Places toilet on
A%8.70'"$'A&$,/%4'41A%,"1$O0P')"44';&$&+,'
("0%;4&('0,7(&$,0'%$('0,%::3'I0'7$"6&/0",*'
campuses can be large and complex, it is
essential to consider the best location in
terms of accessible routes and provide clear
0"#$%#&'#7"("$#'70&/0',1',-&':%A"4","&03
Ninewells Hospital and Medical School provides CP
facilities near to the central lift providing easier access
:/18'%44'211/0

The CP facility at Aberdeen
Z1*%4'K$+/8%/*'"0'41A%,&('1$',-&
#/17$('211/'$&%/',1',-&'4":,03'
The toilet is open but a Radar
key is required to access the
hoist and supplies for nurses
%$('%00"0,%$,03'I'Z%(%/'?&*'A%$'
be borrowed from the reception
(&0?'1/'.1/,&/0L'0&/6"A&'1:+A&

Airports and transport
interchanges
Careful thought should be given to the
number of CP facilities provided and their
location, taking into account a passenger’s
A18.4&,&'>17/$&*3'@-&'16&/%44'0"T&'1:',-&'BC'
,1"4&,'0-174('/&2&A,',-&'4"?&4"-11(',-%,'.&1.4&'
)"44'-%6&'47##%#&')",-',-&83'@-&/&'0-174('
;&'07:+A"&$,'0.%A&')",-"$',-&'BC',1"4&,',1'
enable people to keep their luggage with
them, without it obstructing the manoeuvring
0.%A&'%$('70&'1:'&M7".8&$,3

Schools
Appropriate storage should be provided,
as is the case for residential and day
A&$,/&'&$6"/1$8&$,03'I'41A?%;4&'A%;"$&,'
for medicines and dressings may also be
$&A&00%/*'%$('%'211/E817$,&('047"A&'"0'
707%44*'/&M7"/&(3'K$'0A-11405'BC',1"4&,0'%/&'
A1881$4*'$%8&('b-*#"&$&'/1180L3

As most travellers from outside the UK
may not be in possession of a Radar key,
alternative arrangements for access should
be provided if the facility needs to be kept
41A?&(3'91/':7/,-&/'"$:1/8%,"1$'1$'/&0,/"A,&(E
access facilities, see Security in Chapter 6,
3","$'8',&)",!)8"0,&',",/'3

Special schools are likely to require more
than one CP toilet, with the number of
rooms being determined by the students’
$&&(03'Building Bulletin 102: Designing
for disabled children and children with
special educational needs includes sample
schedules and layouts for special schools
:1/'("::&/&$,'%#&'/%$#&03

Changing Places toilets

The University of Manchester installed a CP
toilet in the Stopford Building, which is in the
A&$,/&'1:',-&'A%8.703'@-&*'-%6&'./16"(&('
detailed access guides for all of their
buildings including photos of the
&M7".8&$,'%6%"4%;4&'"$',-&'BC':%A"4",*3
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At George Best Belfast City Airport,
CP facilities are located on the ground
211/'$&H,',1',-&'A-&A?E"$'%/&%3'@-&'./&E
security location allows visitors as well as
.%00&$#&/0',1'%AA&00',-&',1"4&,3'I'Z%(%/'?&*'
"0'%6%"4%;4&':/18',-&'"$:1/8%,"1$'(&0?3
The CP toilet at East Midlands Airport has an
‘airside’ location beyond security, in the
(&.%/,7/&'417$#&3'

The CP toilet at Sutton Railway Station is
accessed by a lift from the over bridge near
,-&'0,%,"1$L0'8%"$'&$,/%$A&3'IAA&00',1',-&'
facility is provided on request from a staffed
1:+A&'1$',-&'0%8&'.4%,:1/8'%0',-&',1"4&,3'@-&'
station also provides free accessible parking
,1'Y47&'Y%(#&'-14(&/03'@-&':%A"4",*L0'41A%,"1$'
and management takes into account the
.%00&$#&/L0'A18.4&,&'>17/$&*'&H.&/"&$A&3

Careful consideration should be given to the
management and location of CP facilities to
ensure they can be used by as many people
as possible both before and after security
A-&A?.1"$,03

Sutton Railway Station’s CP facility is located on the
0%8&'.4%,:1/8'%0',-&'0,%::&('1:+A&

A presecurity location allows visitors and some
passengers access to a CP toilet at George Best
Airport

Access to CP toilets provided postsecurity at East
Midlands Airport

“Developing a strategy to
provide Changing Places toilets
in Middlesbrough was a great
challenge. I found that my OT skills
really helped during this process
in understanding the needs of
disabled people  but I wasn’t
alone  a strong steering group
of professionals and user
representatives was established
and, following a great deal of
campaigning and hard work, we
now have seven Changing Places
in a variety of locations”

\#2&0,')6%"(8",0)*%%+,,)-./%+")'1)
Middlesbrough Council
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Portable Changing
Places toilets
At large events such as music festivals
and outdoor fairs or shows, some or all
,1"4&,':%A"4","&0'%/&'4"?&4*',1';&'.1/,%;4&3'@-&'
overall provision should include unisex
%AA&00";4&',1"4&,0'%$('%'BC',1"4&,3
Portable CP toilets should have step
:/&&'%AA&00'%$(';&'+,,&(')",-',-&'0%8&'
&M7".8&$,'%0'.&/8%$&$,'BC',1"4&,03'
Wherever possible, the unit should be
connected to the mains water supply and
)%0,&'(/%"$%#&'0*0,&83'K,'"0'.%/,"A74%/4*'
important to ensure that high standards
of cleanliness are maintained in portable
CP toilets, as their outdoor location means
users may be more likely to bring in dirt
:/18'17,0"(&3'J%"$,&$%$A&'A-&A?0'0-174('
also be performed to ensure that running
)%,&/'"0'%6%"4%;4&3'@-&'41A%,"1$'1:',-&':%A"4",*'
0-174(';&'A4&%/4*'0"#$&(3

In Wales, Mencap Cymru and the National
Eisteddfod have two portable CP toilets available for
local loan

Changing Places toilets
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Birmingham city centre provided a Changing Places
toilet for visitors to their Christmas market and busy
0-1.."$#'("0,/"A,5'07..4"&(';*'I$(*'\1103'I'0,/%"#-,E
on, ramped approach provides easy access

Accessible routes
CP toilets should be located within easy
%AA&00'1:',-&';7"4("$#'&$,/%$A&3'D-&/&6&/'
practicable, a CP toilet should be located
close to managed facilities, such as in a
staffed suite of public conveniences or close
,1'%'/&A&.,"1$'(&0?3'
The routes between the building entrance,
CP toilet and other key facilities should
all be accessible, direct and free from
1;0,/7A,"1$03'K$'0",7%,"1$0'"$')-"A-'%'BC'
toilet is being provided in an existing
building, alterations may be required to
improve access between the building
&$,/%$A&'%$(',-&'BC',1"4&,3'@-&0&'8%*'
include widening doors, eliminating steps,
providing powered dooropening devices
%$('"8./16"$#'07/:%A&'+$"0-&0'%$('
4"#-,"$#3'I44'07A-'"8./16&8&$,05'8%$*'1:'
which will likely require statutory consent,
should be undertaken with reference to the
guidance in BS 8300 and relevant technical
documents under the building regulations,
see Chapter 2, X'$021"&0;')4"/F$(*#,!3

Signage and

Changing Places

wayfinding

signage: the journey

BC',1"4&,0'0-174(';&'A4&%/4*'"(&$,"+&('70"$#'
,-&'BC'0*8;145'%0'0-1)$';&41)3'@1"4&,0'
displaying the symbol are required to meet
the minimum standards set out by the
BC'B1$01/,"783'@-&0&'0,%$(%/(0'A%$';&'
achieved by following the guidance in this
(1A78&$,3
The symbol should be used on directional
signage as well as on the door to the
,1"4&,3'K,'"0'"8.1/,%$,',1'A/&%,&'%'A4&%/'/17,&'
with signage at regular intervals from the
&$,/%$A&O0P'1:',-&'6&$7&',1',-&'BC':%A"4",*3'
Larger venues with greater numbers of
visitors should locate signage so that it is
6"0";4&')-&$'A/1)(0'+44',-&'%/&%3'

approach

Brighton’s CP street signage is clearly visible above
the crowds

@-&'0*8;14'A%$'%401';&'70&('1$'4&%2&,05'
maps and guides, websites and other
promotional material relating to the venue
1/'%/&%3'F0&'1:',-&'0*8;14'%$('bB-%$#"$#'
Places’ wording will help people to identify
the availability and whereabouts of facilities
,-%,'8&&,',-&"/'$&&(03

g"07%44*'A1$,/%0,"$#'0*8;140'%$('$1$E/&2&A,"6&
0"#$%#&'%,'W&)%/?',1)$'A&$,/&L0'.7;4"A',1"4&,':%A"4","&03
Opening hours are extended to cater for events
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If a CP facility is used by people who do not
require the specialist equipment, they may
be preventing others from using it when
,-&*'$&&('",3'!"#$%#&'0-174(';&'./16"(&('
adjacent to a CP toilet to direct people to the
nearest unisex accessible toilet and baby
A-%$#"$#':%A"4","&03'

Doublesided overhead signs are visible from different
("/&A,"1$03'K$',-"0'&H%8.4&':/18'J"((4&0;/17#-'Y70'
Station, the logo is used with the words ‘Changing
Places Toilet’ in clear print and in title case, which is
easier to read

Many people (including potential users) may
$1,'?$1)')-%,'%'BC',1"4&,'"03'K,'"0'%'#11('"(&%'
to promote the availability of the facility once
",'-%0';&&$'"$0,%44&(3'I';/"&:'&H.4%$%,"1$'
of what a CP toilet is, provided on signage
outside the facility, will help to advertise its
%6%"4%;"4",*',1'.&1.4&'"$',-&'6"A"$",*3'
Here is some suggested wording for the
signage for an open access facility:

Clear directional signage for the CP facility and other
toilet types should be provided in prominent locations

This is a Changing Places toilet. It
02)+(*;0!'!).*()+'*+1')70&%)8#1&0+1')
!02"4010&0'2)7%*)"(')"//*8+",0'!)
by one or more assistants. For more
0,.*(8"&0*,)"4*#&)B%",$0,$)>1"/'2)
."/010&0'2<);020&A)

7779/%",$0,$[+1"/'29*($
If the CP facility is not open access,
information about how to gain access must
;&'./16"(&(3
Overhead signage indicating stepfree routes and
4":,'%AA&00')"44'-&4.'70&/0'+$('BC':%A"4","&0'%,'4%/#&'
venues
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The signage on the CP door at IKEA Edinburgh
includes access information and directions to
separate baby changing facilities

If a CP toilet is being installed, the Changing
C4%A&0'B1$01/,"78'0-174(';&'"$:1/8&(3'
Service users will then be able to access
information relating to the facility via
,-&'B-%$#"$#'C4%A&0')&;0",&3'!&&'%401'
Information management in Chapter 6,
3","$'8',&)",!)8"0,&',",/'3'

To raise awareness, Keighley Leisure Centre created
a dedicated information board showing the equipment
and facilities available

Case study:

Nottingham City Council’s CP strategy
While working as Day Services Modernisation Project Manager at Nottingham City Council,
Martin Jackaman became aware that day services staff could only take people with profound
and multiple learning disabilities into the community for a couple of hours due to the
7$07",%;"4",*'1:'0,%$(%/('%AA&00";4&',1"4&,0':1/'.&1.4&'/&M7"/"$#',-&'07..1/,'1:'%$'%00"0,%$,3'
He set up a project team of representatives from different council departments, including an
occupational therapist and a healthcare physiotherapist, to create a Changing Place toilet
)-"A-')174('8&&,',-&0&'$&&(03'F0"$#'%'6"(&1':/18'CIJK!'0-1)"$#'-1)':%8"4*'A%/&/0'-%('
to manage with inadequate facilities, he gained the support of the Councillor with Portfolio
:1/'_M7%4",*5',-&'B%/&/0L'91/78'%$('C%/,$&/0-".'Y1%/(3
The project team’s design was intended to meet a variety of needs, such as people who
$&&(&('A1$,"$&$A&'.%(0',1';&'A-%$#&('1/')-1'/&M7"/&('07..1/,',1'#&,'1$',1',-&',1"4&,3'@-&'
4%*17,')%0'."41,&(')",-'70&/05'A%/&/0'%$('0,%::3'K$'/&0.1$0&',1'70&/':&&(;%A?5',-&'.4%$')%0'
%(%.,&(',1'"$A47(&',-/&&'-1/"T1$,%4'#/%;/%"40'$&H,',1',-&',1"4&,3
@-&'4%*17,')%0',-&$'./&0&$,&(',1',-&'&H&A7,"6&';1%/('%$('0&$"1/'A17$A"4'1:+A&/05')",-'
,-&'07..1/,'1:'A%/&/03'@-&',&%8L0'%"8')%0',1'"$A47(&',-&':%A"4",*'"$',-&'.4%$':1/'$&)',1"4&,'
./16"0"1$'"$'W1,,"$#-%8'A",*'A&$,/&3'@-&*'-%(',1'16&/A18&'018&'"$","%4'$&#%,"6&'.&/A&.,"1$05'
such as why the project was needed and should be resourced, as well as concerns over
.100";4&'-&%4,-'%$('0%:&,*'/"0?03'
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The team helped to gain support for
the project by explaining that it helped
the council meet equality obligations and
would impact positively on subsequent
performance management and
"$0.&A,"1$03'@-&*'%401'./&0&$,&('
evidence from individuals and PAMIS
demonstrating the importance of such
:%A"4","&03'
The project team took a strategic
approach, identifying venues that would
enable families to do the things many
people take for granted, such as visiting major
leisure venues, shopping centres, hospitals
%$(',/%$0.1/,'-7;03'

Three horizontal grabrails were incorporated into the
design after consultation

@-&*'%../1%A-&('6%/"170'A17$A"4'(&.%/,8&$,'1:+A&/0'%$('A17$A"441/0'/&0.1$0";4&':1/':7,7/&'
(&6&41.8&$,03'
@-&"/')1/?'/&074,&('"$'W1,,"$#-%8';&A18"$#'%'4&%(&/'"$',-&'./16"0"1$'1:'BC':%A"4","&03'
The council supported the installation of CP facilities at venues including city centre public toilets
as well as Ken Martin, Djanogly, and Victoria Leisure Centres, the heritage site Wollaton Park,
Mary Potter and Bulwell Riverside Joint Service Centres, Nottingham Contemporary art gallery
%$('8%>1/'&$,&/,%"$8&$,'6&$7&'B%.",%4'9J'I/&$%'W1,,"$#-%8'%,',-&'W%,"1$%4'KA&'B&$,/&3'
Although the project team disbanded in 2009, members have recently worked with Nottingham’s
,)1'-10.",%405',-&'B",*'%$('h7&&$0'J&("A%4'B&$,/&'%$('_%0,'J"(4%$(0'I"/.1/,3'I,',-&',"8&'
of publication, future plans included a refurbishment of Nottingham train station and Victoria
!-1.."$#'B&$,/&3'
Y&0"(&0',-&';&$&+,0',1'41A%4'/&0"(&$,0'%$('6"0",1/0',1',-&'A",*5'"$'S[[i',-&',&%8')1$'%'
B1887$",*'B%/&'I)%/(')1/,-'jR5[[[5')-"A-',-&*'.7,',1)%/(0'%':7/,-&/'BC'"$0,%44%,"1$5'%$('J/'
^%A?%8%$')%0'$%8&('@-&'N7%/("%$L0'C7;4"A'!&/6%$,'1:',-&']&%/'S[[c3'
Mr Jackaman explained some of the factors behind the group’s success:

“It is important to seize opportunities when they arise: for example, when
Nottingham City Council was rolling out a programme to modernise
leisure centres, the group demonstrated how installing these toilets would
benefit the service. It is also important to make clear repeatedly that these
facilities cater to a different sort of need which requires a specific layout
and equipment. With advances in medical science allowing people to live
longer, the need to support carers is growing rapidly.”
Changing Places toilets
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Case study:

Collaborative planning and design at NHS
Grampian
The NHS Grampian Disability Discrimination Act Review Group, the majority of whose
members are disabled people, carers and representatives from disabled people’s
1/#%$"0%,"1$05'"0'/&0.1$0";4&':1/',%?"$#':1/)%/(',-&'("0%;"4",*'%#&$(%')",-"$'WU!'N/%8."%$3'
The group’s membership includes Jenny Whinnett, PAMIS Family Support Service Co
ordinator for Grampian, who brought the group’s attention to the problems faced by carers of
%(74,0')",-'./1:17$('%$('874,".4&'("0%;"4","&0')-&$'6"0","$#'-10.",%403'@-&'#/17.'/&0146&(',1'
16&/A18&',-&'"007&3'

“Jenny alerted us to the fact that adults with multiple disabilities were
being changed on the floors of our public toilets. We all felt this was totally
unacceptable in terms of the dignity of the disabled person and the risk of
injury this posed to carers from doing manual handling in a confined space,
hence our determination to overcome this problem.”
Nigel Firth, Equality and Diversity Manager at NHS Grampian
A subgroup was created to work on the project which included carers and disabled people
%0')&44'%0',&A-$"A%4'/&./&0&$,%,"6&03'@-&'07;#/17.'(&6&41.&('%';%0"A'(&0"#$':1/'%(74,E
changing facilities, which was then amended by identifying the best features of other such
:%A"4","&03'
K$.7,':/18'70&/0'4&(',1':7/,-&/'81("+A%,"1$0X':1/'&H%8.4&5':1/',-&':%A"4",*'%,'I;&/(&&$'Z1*%4'
K$+/8%/*5'%00"0,%$,0'0%"(',-%,',)1'(/1.E(1)$'#/%;/%"40')174(';&',-&'810,'%../1./"%,&'
A1$+#7/%,"1$3'@-&'#/17.'4%,&/'A144&A,&(':&&(;%A?':/18'70&/0')-"A-'A188&$,&('.10","6&4*'
1$',-"0'(&0"#$3'!"8"4%/4*'%,',-&'D11(&$(',1"4&,5'1$4*'1$&'(/1.E(1)$'#/%;/%"4')%0'1/"#"$%44*'
"$0,%44&(3'U1)&6&/5':1441)"$#':&&(;%A?':/18'70&/05'",')%0'(&A"(&(',1'"$0,%44'%'0&A1$('(/1.E
(1)$'#/%;/%"43'
=$A&',-&*')&/&'0%,"0+&(',-%,',-&*'-%(':17$(',-&';&0,'A1$+#7/%,"1$5',-&'#/17.'%#/&&(',-%,'
,-"0')174(';&A18&',-&';47&./"$,':1/'1,-&/'BC':%A"4","&0')",-"$'WU!'N/%8."%$3
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Planning and design checklist
6&("&'$0/)+1",,0,$)&*)0!',&0.=)"++(*+(0"&');',#'D2E)",!)1*/"&0*,
6+"/')"&)1'"2&)S8)4=)W8)DQO)2M)8E)";"01"41').*()&%')B>)."/010&=
B*,2#1&)('1';",&)2&"F'%*1!'(2)
D0,/1#!0,$)1*/"1)!02"4010&=)",!)"//'22)$(*#+2E
Consult architect and access consultant
Y4&"0,)('1';",&)2&"&#&*(=)/*,2',&2
]'20$,)"++(*+(0"&')&*)&%')/*,&'L&)!';'1*+'!)0,)/*,2#1&"&0*,)70&%)
2&"F'%*1!'(2

Room layout:
]0('/&)"//'22).(*8)&%')!**()0,&*)&%')8",*'#;(0,$)2+"/'
Equipment positioned to maximise manoeuvring space
@"2=)",!)!0('/&)&(",2.'()#20,$)%*02&)4'&7'',)!0..'(',&)"('"2
6#.G/0',&)(**8).*()",)"2202&",&)*,)'0&%'()20!')*.)&%'):B)
6%*7'()#,0&)/1*2')&*)%'"!)*.)/%",$0,$)4',/%
^1**()!("0,)+*20&0*,'!)&*)+(';',&)7"&'()-*70,$)"/(*22)(**8
Privacy curtain or screen
T'.'(',/')8"!')&*)B%",$0,$)>1"/'2)1"=*#&)",!)$#0!",/'
N//'22041')(*#&'2)&*)&%')."/010&=
Clear signage indicating the CP toilet’s location
B1'"()0,.*(8"&0*,)"4*#&)"//'22)"((",$'8',&2)",!)$#0!",/').*()#2')
including sling compatibility
N!!0&0*,"1)0,.*(8"&0*,)'L+1"0,0,$)&%')B>)."/010&=_2)+#(+*2'
B>)B*,2*(&0#8)0,.*(8'!)"4*#&)&%'),'7)."/010&=
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4 Equipment and
environment

I%02)2'/&0*,)1**F2)0,)!'&"01)"&)'"/%)
'1'8',&)*.)")B%",$0,$)>1"/'2)DB>E)&*01'&<)
0,/1#!0,$)!**().'"&#('2<)2#(."/')G,02%'2<)
environmental services, equipment and
GL&#('29)K&)/*;'(2)&%'),''!).*()'"/%)
'1'8',&<)%*7).'"&#('2)"(')#2'!<)&%'0()
layout and position.
In addition to using the guidance here,
consultation with local groups and individuals
is essential to help focus provision and meet
the needs of the existing local population
(see Consultation in Chapter 3, Planning
and designP3

!""Outwardopening doors should have a

horizontal rail on the inside face at a height
1:'a[[883'@-"0'8%?&0'",'&%0"&/':1/'.&1.4&'
to close the door behind them as they enter
,-&'/1183

!""Outwardopening doors should not obstruct
%$*'&8&/#&$A*'&0A%.&'/17,&3'!4"("$#'
doors, including pocket doors, should only
be installed following consultation with the
41A%4';7"4("$#'"$0.&A,1/'%$('+/&'1:+A&/3

!""B1417/0'%$('07/:%A&'+$"0-&0'0-174('

be selected to optimise visual contrast
between the door and adjacent wall
surfaces, and between the door face and
%$*'-%$(4&05'41A?0'%$('-1/"T1$,%4'/%"403'@-"0'
helps people with visual impairments to
("::&/&$,"%,&';&,)&&$'07/:%A&0'%$('+H,7/&03

Doors
The door to a CP toilet should provide easy
access into and out of the room, be clearly
6"0";4&'%$('&%0*',1'1.&/%,&3'

!""The door should have an unobstructed

space next to the leading edge of the
1.&$"$#':%A&'1:',-&'(11/'1:'%,'4&%0,'e[[883'
This space is not necessary where an
%7,18%,"A'(11/'"0'"$0,%44&(3

!""The door should open outwards

wherever possible (so it does not obstruct
manoeuvring space within the room), and
A18./"0&'%'0"$#4&'(11/'4&%:3

!""Automatic doors should be considered

where possible, because opening a door
while guiding a wheelchair and carrying
&M7".8&$,'A%$';&'(":+A74,3'B1$,/140':1/'
automatic doors should be easy to use
and should contrast visually with their
;%A?#/17$(3

!""The door should provide an effective clear
)"(,-'1:'Q[[[883

!""@-&'(11/',-/&0-14('0-174(';&'4&6&43'I$*'

A-%$#&'"$'211/'+$"0-'%41$#',-&'4"$&'1:',-&'
door should be bridged with a securely
+H&('41)E./1+4&',-/&0-14('.4%,&3

!""An easyaction lever handle at 900mm

height and / or a vertical pull handle with
bottom end 7001000mm and top end
$1'41)&/',-%$'Qe[[88'%;16&'211/'4&6&4'
0-174(';&'./16"(&(3

Guidance documents including AD M,
Technical Handbooks and BS 8300 provide
:7/,-&/'"$:1/8%,"1$'%$('(&,%"4'1$'(11/03
For relevant standards, see Building
regulations in Chapter 2, Legislative
4"/F$(*#,!9
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[Left] At Keighley Leisure Centre, the CP symbol appears on a blue door which stands out against the white
)%443'kZ"#-,l'J%/)&44'm11L0'BC',1"4&,'-%0'%'(%/?')11(&$'(11/'%$(':/%8&5')-"A-'A1$,/%0,'%#%"$0,',-&';/"A?')%44'

Alternative door

They should only be used where the
installation of singleswing or reduced
0)"$#'(11/0'"0'"8./%A,"A%43'

designs

a>*/F'&_)210!0,$)!**()` This
incorporates a door leaf which slides
into a specialist steel frame set inside
%'.%/,","1$')%443'C1A?&,'(11/0'./16"(&'
improved sound resistance, and
,-&/&:1/&';&,,&/'./"6%A*3'C1A?&,'(11/0'
are not recommended where the door is
immediately adjacent to a shower area
due to potential corrosion of the steel
:/%8&3

Wherever possible, the toilet door
0-174(';&'17,)%/('1.&$"$#3'U1)&6&/5'
)-&/&',-&/&'"0'"$07:+A"&$,'0.%A&':1/'%$'
outwardopening door, such as where a
CP toilet is being installed in an existing
building, the following alternatives could
be considered:
T'!#/'![270,$)!**()` This operates
with a sliding folding mechanism and
requires a special track and suspension
0*0,&83'@-&'%/&%',%?&$'7.';*',-&'(11/'
swing is much less than a conventional
0)"$#'(11/3'

]*#41')270,$)!*#41')!**()` This is
useful in situations in which the ceiling
track for a hoist extends from the CP
,1"4&,',1'%'.1140"(&'1/'1,-&/'%/&%3'@-&'
centre of the door should be aligned with
the ceiling track and the doors should
0)"$#'"$';1,-'("/&A,"1$03

610!0,$)!**()` This requires an
16&/-&%(',/%A?')-"A-'"0'+H&(',1'
the surface of the wall and can be
A1$A&%4&('"$'%'.&48&,3'I'A4&%/'4&$#,-'1:'
wall is required to one side for the door
4&%:',1'04"(&'%A/1003'I'("0%(6%$,%#&'1:'
sliding doors is that they provide minimal
017$('"$074%,"1$5'A18./18"0"$#'./"6%A*3'

Changing Places toilets

It is important with all door types that
a minimum effective clear width of
Q[[[88'"0'8%"$,%"$&(3
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Door locks
All CP toilet doors require a privacy lock on
,-&'"$0"(&3'!18&'BC',1"4&,0'%401'/&M7"/&'%'
security lock to prevent unauthorised access
%$(',1'0%:&#7%/(',-&':%A"4",*')-&$'$1,'"$'70&3'
Whether a door is kept locked when not in
use will depend on the location of the CP
toilet, the proximity of building management
staff, and the management policy for
that facility (see Security in Chapter 6,
3","$'8',&)",!)8"0,&',",/'P3'@-&'
.1"$,0';&41)'/&:&/',1'./"6%A*'41A?0'1$4*3

!""An easytooperate privacy lock which
incorporates a red / white (occupied /
vacant) visual indicator should be
./16"(&(3

The automatic door to the CP toilet at City Hall,
\1$(1$3'@-&'.70-'.%('0-174(';&'cR[EQ[[[88'%;16&'
211/'4&6&4'%$('0&,';%A?'QV[[88':/18',-&'4&%("$#'
edge of the door when open

!""Privacy locks should incorporate a

mechanism that allows the door to be
1.&$&(':/18',-&'17,0"(&'"$'%$'&8&/#&$A*3

WC
The WC in a CP toilet should be provided
in a peninsular arrangement (away from
,-&')%440P',1'%441)'07:+A"&$,'0.%A&':1/'%$'
%00"0,%$,'1$'&%A-'0"(&3'
The WC should also be positioned to
allow convenient transfer directly from a
)-&&4A-%"/'1/'70"$#',-&'A&"4"$#',/%A?'-1"0,3

!""The WC pan should be at least 1000mm
:/18',-&'$&%/&0,')%443''

A light action lever lock on the inside of this toilet
is easy to use and changes the occupied / vacant
indicator on the outside

!""The WC should have a seat height

of 480mm to facilitate transfer from a
)-&&4A-%"/3

!""@-&'DB'0&%,'%$('",0'+H"$#0'0-174(';&'

07:+A"&$,4*'/1;70,',1'07..1/,'018&1$&'
during transfer and their weight when
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I7,18%,"A',1"4&,0'/&M7"/&'0.&A"+A'
maintenance, and instructions for use should
;&'./16"(&(3'

0&%,&(3'!,%"$4&00'0,&&4'0&%,'+H"$#0'%/&'
preferred and they should be positioned
("/&A,4*'"$,1',-&',1.'1:',-&'DB'/"83

!""Seats with a gap at the front should not

;&'70&(3'@-"0'0,*4&'1:'0&%,'A%$'8%?&'",'
(":+A74,':1/'.&1.4&',1',/%$0:&/5'%$(',-&'#%.'
"0'%'.1,&$,"%4'4&#',/%.3

!""Seat covers can obstruct transfer when

raised unless they are well designed and
+H&(',1'0&/6&'%0'%'A18:1/,%;4&';%A?/&0,3

!""The use of closecoupled WCs is

#&$&/%44*'./&:&//&(3'@-"0'0,*4&'1:'DB'
provides an integral backrest and, as long
%0',-&'A"0,&/$'-%0'%'2%,',1.5'%401'./16"(&0'
%'0-&4:':1/'A1410,18*';%#03'

!""If low or highlevel cisterns are used,

a padded backrest and a wallmounted
A1410,18*'0-&4:'0-174(';&'./16"(&(3

© Queen’s Medical Centre, Nottingham University
Hospitals NHS Trust

!""Backrests should be designed to be as

comfortable as possible, with no raised
&(#&05'%$('0-174(';&'07:+A"&$,4*'0,/1$#',1'
./16"(&';%A?'07..1/,3

!""A shelf for colostomy bags 100mm to

QR[88'(&&.'%$('%,'4&%0,'V[[88')"(&'
0-174(';&'+,,&('aR[88'%;16&'211/'4&6&43'
The shelf should be positioned where it
will not obstruct use of the wallmounted
handrails or other equipment, but where it
"0')",-"$'/&%A-'1:'%'.&/01$'70"$#',-&'DB3

!""Toilet tissue should be positioned where

it can be reached easily by an assistant
and also by a person seated on the
DB3'I')%44E817$,&('("0.&$0&/'A174(';&'
provided as well for the convenience of an
%00"0,%$,3'B1$074,%,"1$')",-'70&/'#/17.0'
will help decide whether a sheet dispenser
1/'%',1"4&,'/144'"0'81/&'%../1./"%,&3

!""Automatic ‘wash and dry’ toilets are

Grabrails and drop
down support rails
D%44E817$,&('6&/,"A%4'#/%;/%"40'O+H&(E
position handrails) and dropdown support
rails should be provided to both sides of
the WC to offer support to people while
,/%$0:&//"$#'%$(')-"4&'0&%,&(3'@-&')%44E
mounted vertical grabrails assist people
adopting a frontal transfer and people who
%/&'%;4&',1'0,%$(')-"4&'70"$#',-&'DB3'
Dropdown rails can be lowered to assist
during transfer or to provide support to a
.&/01$')-"4&'0&%,&('1$',-&'DB3'@-&*'0-174('
be raised when not in use so they do not
1;0,/7A,',/%$0:&/'70"$#'%'-1"0,3'
It is essential that grabrails, supportrail
+H"$#0'%$(',-&'0,/7A,7/&'1$')-"A-',-&*'
%/&'+,,&('%/&'0,/1$#'&$17#-',1'07..1/,',-&'
)&"#-,'1:'%'.&/01$3

$1,'%'B-%$#"$#'C4%A&0'/&M7"/&8&$,3'
They should be considered in regularly
managed sites in consultation with
70&/E#/17.03'

Changing Places toilets

Peninsular layout WC with transfer space and drop
(1)$'#/%;/%"40'1$';1,-'0"(&03'I4%/8'A1/(0'0-174('$1,'
be tied up and the transfer space kept clear
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!""I44'+H&('#/%;/%"40'0-174(';&',7;74%/'

"$'A/100E0&A,"1$5'eS88',1'eR88'"$'
diameter, minimum 600mm long and with
%'A4&%/%$A&'1:'R[88',1'i[88';&,)&&$'
,-&')%44'07/:%A&'%$(',-&'#/%;/%"403

!""Vertical grabrails should be positioned

)",-',-&'A&$,/&'4"$&'QQ[[88'%;16&'211/'
4&6&43

!""All grabrails and dropdown support rails

should contrast visually with the surface
they are mounted on so that they are easy
,1'"(&$,":*3

!""Grabrails and dropdown support rails

should be made of a material that is easy
to grip and that does not become slippery
)-&$')&,3

!""Wherever possible, dropdown support

rails should be height adjustable as these
1::&/'#/&%,&/'2&H";"4",*'%$('"8./16&'0%:&,*3'
D-&/&'+H&(E-&"#-,'(/1.E(1)$'/%"40'%/&'
provided, the upper rail should be 680mm
%;16&'211/'4&6&4')-&$'"$',-&'-1/"T1$,%4'
.10","1$3

!""All dropdown support rails should be

+/84*'-&4(')-&$':14(&('7.'%#%"$0,',-&'
walls, but must be easy to release when
/&M7"/&(3

!""Dropdown support rails should be

positioned 320mm either side of the
A&$,/&'4"$&'1:',-&'DB'%$('./1>&A,'R[88'
to 100mm beyond the front of the WC
)-&$'-1/"T1$,%43'

Dropdown rails on both sides of the WC can be
folded up when not needed or droppeddown into
-1/"T1$,%4'.10","1$':1/'07..1/,3'@-&';4%A?'#/%;/%"40
contrast visually against the pale background

Heightadjustable
washbasin
Ideally a washbasin that is height adjustable
should be provided to allow people to use
",':/18'&",-&/'%'0&%,&('1/'0,%$("$#'.10","1$3'
The washbasin should be positioned at a
height at which a wheelchair user can easily
/&%A-',-&',%.0'%$('70&',-&';1)43'@1'./&6&$,'
back strain or injury, it should be possible
to raise it to a suitable height so that the
%00"0,%$,'A%$'70&'",')-&$'0,%$("$#3

!""The washbasin should have a large bowl,
;7,'$1,'01'4%/#&',-%,'",')"44';&'(":+A74,',1'
reach the taps or a wallmounted soap
("0.&$0&/3

!""Level areas at either side of the

washbasin, provided with most height
adjustable units, can provide forearm
07..1/,3''
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Taps

!""The washbasin should provide a clear

knee space below the bowl and should
$1,'-%6&'%'.&(&0,%43'I44'07..4*'%$(')%0,&'
pipes should be neatly positioned to avoid
1;0,/7A,"$#',-&'?$&&'0.%A&3

!""The washbasin should be adjustable

"$'-&"#-,'":'.100";4&3'@-&'8%>1/",*'1:'
commercially available washbasins allow
height adjustment within the range of
Rd[88',1'Q[e[88'%;16&'211/'4&6&43

!""The heightadjustment mechanism should
be power assisted (either electrical or
-*(/%74"AP3'K$0,/7A,"1$0'%$('A1$,/140':1/'
adjusting the height should be clearly
6"0";4&'%$('&%0*',1':1441)3'

!""The heightadjustment mechanism should
have a pressuresensitive safety override
to prevent the washbasin from lowering if
,-&/&'"0'%$*'1;0,/7A,"1$'7$(&/$&%,-3

Washbasin taps should be easy to operate
and adjust, and water temperature should
;&'A1$,/144&(',1'%61"(',-&'/"0?'1:'"$>7/*3'J"H&/'
,%.0'0-174(';&'./16"(&(')-&/&6&/'.100";4&3'
K$:/%/&(',17A-E:/&&',%.0'%/&';&$&+A"%4',1'
some users, as long as they are suitably
responsive, but they can be confusing to
some people and may not always offer
,-&';&0,'0147,"1$3'I#%"$5'",'"0'"8.1/,%$,',1'
consult potential users to determine the
810,'%../1./"%,&'+,,"$#0'O0&&'Consultation in
Chapter 3, Planning and designP3

!""Where manuallyoperated taps are

./16"(&(5',-&*'0-174(';&'4&6&/'8"H&/',%.03'
Mixer taps should be positioned centrally,
)",-'%'0"$#4&'4&6&/',1'%(>70,')%,&/'21)3

!""Where infrared touchfree taps are

!""Heightadjustable washbasins require

provided, the sensor eye should be
.10","1$&('"$'4"$&')",-',-&')%,&/'17,4&,3

2&H";4&',%.'%$(')%0,&'.".&'A1$$&A,1/0',1'
enable the washbasin to be raised and
41)&/&(',1'",0'8%H"878'&H,&$,3'@-&0&'
connectors are enclosed or concealed
;&-"$('%'/&%/'.%$&4'"$'810,'81(&403

!""Where it is not possible to provide a

mixer tap, individual hot and cold water
taps should be operated by a lever which
/&M7"/&0'$1'81/&',-%$'%'M7%/,&/',7/$3

!""If it is not possible to provide the height

!""Where individual taps are used, the

adjustable facility, the washbasin should
be installed at a height accessible to a
)-&&4A-%"/'70&/'OcS[EcV[88':/18'211/P3

convention for hot to be positioned on the
4&:,'%$('A14('1$',-&'/"#-,'0-174(';&'70&(3'
@-"0'"0'.%/,"A74%/4*';&$&+A"%4':1/'6"07%44*'
"8.%"/&('.&1.4&3'B4&%/'A1417/EA1("$#'%$('
4&,,&/"$#')"44'%401'%"('"(&$,"+A%,"1$3

!""The hot water supplied to washbasin taps

should not exceed 43ºC (degrees Celsius)
%,',-&'17,4&,3'@&8.&/%,7/&0'-"#-&/',-%$'
,-"0'./&0&$,'%'/"0?'1:'"$>7/*3

!""Hot water circulating inside pipework

should be at least 60ºC to avoid risk of
4&#"1$&44%3

U&"#-,E%(>70,%;4&')%0-;%0"$')",-'2%,'0"(&0',1'/&0,
arms and a lever mixer tap at Warminster Civic
Centre
Changing Places toilets
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Soap dispenser
Ceiling track hoist
!""A soap dispenser should be wall mounted A ceiling track hoist which covers the
("/&A,4*'%;16&',-&')%0-;%0"$3'K,'0-174('
be within reach of a person seated in a
wheelchair, with the underside between
d[[EQ[[[88'%;16&'211/'4&6&43

!""The dispenser should be positioned to

allow room for it to be operated when the
)%0-;%0"$'"0'%,'",0'-"#-&0,'.10","1$3

!""

The dispenser should be easy to operate
)",-'1$&'-%$(3

Hand drying
A means of drying hands should be provided
A410&',1',-&')%0-;%0"$3'D-&/&6&/'.100";4&5'
paper towels should be provided in addition
,1'%'-1,E%"/'-%$('(/*&/3'U%$('(/*&/0'/&M7"/"$#'
users to put their hands into a limited space
at the top of a hand dryer should not be
"$0,%44&(3'!18&'b74,/%/%."(L'-%$('(/*&/0'
can be too loud, causing discomfort for
some users, including people with sensory
"8.%"/8&$,0'%$('.&1.4&')",-'(&8&$,"%3

whole room should be provided wherever
possible to enable a person to be transferred
conveniently between their wheelchair, the
A-%$#"$#';&$A-5'DB'%$(')%0-;%0"$3'!7A-'
hoists are sometimes referred to as an XY
0*0,&8'1/'UE0*0,&8'-1"0,3
Full room coverage provides access to
all the equipment and clear manoeuvring
0.%A&')",-"$',-&':%A"4",*3'I'0"$#4&E,/%A?'-1"0,'
only covers a linear route and may limit
816&8&$,')",-"$'%'/1183
J1;"4&'-1"0,0'%/&'$1,'/&A188&$(&(3'@-&*'
reduce manoeuvring space, and may require
an alternative space outside the toilet for
A-%/#"$#3'@-&*'%/&'%401'4"%;4&',1';&"$#'
removed, and may cause manual handling
"007&0':1/'%00"0,%$,0'7$:%8"4"%/')",-'0.&A"+A'
81(&403'

!""Hoists should conform to BS EN ISO

Q[ReR'OB-%.,&/'c5'6*#(/'2)*.).#(&%'()
0,.*(8"&0*,P3'@-&'0%:&')1/?"$#'41%('
of any hoist should be at least 200kg
(440lbs) and the structure of the walls
%$('A&"4"$#'0-174(';&'07:+A"&$,',1'07..1/,'
,-"03'@-&'0%:&')1/?"$#'41%('%$('A4&%/5'
easytoread instructions should be clearly
("0.4%*&(3'

!""A papertowel dispenser should be wall

mounted close to the washbasin, with the
lower edge positioned 800mm to 1000mm
%;16&'211/'4&6&43'@-&'("0.&$0&/'0-174('
be a type that can be used easily with one
-%$(3

!""A hotair hand dryer should be provided

!""@-&'A&"4"$#'-&"#-,'0-174(';&'%,'4&%0,'S3V83'

!""Handdrying facilities and any controls

!""I44'1,-&/'A&"4"$#E817$,&('+H,7/&0'07A-'

on the door side of the washbasin,
positioned with the underside 800mm to
Q[[[88'%;16&'211/'4&6&43'
should contrast clearly against their
;%A?#/17$(03'C14"0-&('8&,%4'+$"0-&0'
0-174(';&'%61"(&('%0'/&2&A,"6&'07/:%A&0'
%/&'81/&'(":+A74,',1'0&&3

@-&/&'0-174(';&'07:+A"&$,'0.%A&':1/',-&'
hoist track, motor and supporting arms
%;16&',-&')1/?"$#'%/&%3'
as lights and alarms should be shallow
or recessed and positioned away from
the ceiling track to avoid causing an
1;0,/7A,"1$',1',-&'-1"0,3'

!""The hoist sling connectors should offer

the broadest possible compatibility with
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Specialist advice should be sought when
selecting a hoist for installation in a CP
,1"4&,3'C100";4&'017/A&0'1:'%(6"A&'"$A47(&'
occupational therapists, the Changing
C4%A&0'B1$01/,"78'%$('I00"0,'FG3

different types of sling, including those by
1,-&/'8%$7:%A,7/&/03'

!""Hoists should incorporate the following
features:

! easytouse handset controls
Hoist slings
! auxiliary controls on the motor unit
A sling is used in conjunction with the ceiling
! softstart and softstop motor
control

hoist to enable its user to be transferred
;&,)&&$',-&':%A"4","&0'"$'%'BC',1"4&,3)610,$2)
"('),*&)'L+'/&'!)&*)4')+(*;0!'!)70&%0,)
a CP toilet3'!4"$#0'%/&'%00&00&(',1'8&&,'
individual needs and are intended for
.&/01$%4'70&'1$4*3'K,'"0'A1881$'./%A,"A&':1/'
individuals to have their own slings and to
A%//*',-&8':1/'70&'17,0"(&',-&"/'-18&3

! convenient location for hoist motor
to be parked for battery charging

! returntocharge feature to ensure
that the hoist motor is regularly
charged

! emergencylowering and

emergencystopping device

! optimum compatibility with a range

There are currently two main types of sling
attachments to hoists available: loop and
A4"A?3'

Hoists must be regularly inspected, serviced
and maintained in order to ensure safe,
&::&A,"6&'70&3'U1"0,0'%/&'07;>&A,',1',-&'
Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment
Regulations 1998 (see Health and safety
legislation in Chapter 2, Legislative
4"/F$(*#,! and Equipment tests and
maintenance in Chapter 6, 3","$'8',&)
and maintenanceP3

Loop attachments potentially provide the
greatest compatibility compared to click
attachments, which can only be used with
%'4"8",&('/%$#&'1:'0.&A"+A'04"$#',*.&03'K,'
is essential to consult potential local and
regular users to ascertain the most suitable
-1"0,'0*0,&83'@-&'A18.%,";"4",*'1:',-&'-1"0,'
should be clearly advertised so that users
A%$';/"$#',-&'A1//&A,'04"$#0':1/'70&3

1:'04"$#',*.&0'%$('8%$7:%A,7/&/03'

Information relating to the type of hoist
should be readily available in advance so
,-%,'6"0",1/0'A%$';/"$#'A18.%,";4&'04"$#03'91/'
example, it should be listed on the venue’s
website, the Changing Places Consortium
website, on any visitor information and on
printed / online fact sheets available from
,-&'6&$7&3'K,'"0'%401'"8.1/,%$,',1'A1$+/8',-%,'
04"$#0')"44'$1,';&'./16"(&(3'!&&'Information
management in Chapter 6, 3","$'8',&)
and maintenance':1/':7/,-&/'(&,%"403

The East Midlands Airport have installed a hoist with
8%H"878'0%:&'4":,"$#')&"#-,'1:'SaR?#'OVi'0,1$&P'%$('
included clear signage indicating capacities of the
equipment
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Privacy screen
A curtain or screen should be provided
;&,)&&$',-&',1"4&,'%$(',-&'/&0,'1:',-&'/1183'
This provides privacy for people who, having
been assisted into position on the toilet, are
,-&$'%;4&',1'70&'",'7$%"(&(3'K,'%401'%441)0'
an assistant to use the toilet in privacy if it
is not appropriate for the person they are
accompanying to be left alone outside the
/1183

!""Wallmounted retractable screens or free
standing folding screens are preferred
as they take up minimal space when
fully retracted but provide the necessary
./"6%A*')-&$'&H,&$(&(3

Heightadjustable
changing bench
An adultsized changing bench should be
provided to enable people who are unable
to sit on the toilet or shower seat to lie down
)-"4&';&"$#'A-%$#&('1/'0-1)&/&(3'U&"#-,'
adjustment enables the bench level to be
lowered to a suitable height for selftransfer
from a wheelchair or assisted transfer using
a hoist, and then raised to a working height
:1/'1$&'1/'81/&'%00"0,%$,03

!""T" he changing bench should be either

:/&&0,%$("$#'1/')%44E817$,&(3'K,'0-174(';&'
at least 1800mm long and 800mm wide
(as a minimum) and adjustable in height,
usually within the range 300mm
,1'Q[[[88'%;16&'211/'4&6&43

!""When retracted, wallmounted screens

should not obstruct the space to the side
1:',-&'DB3

!""B&"4"$#E817$,&('A7/,%"$',/%A?0'1/'+H&('

!""A changing bench with a minimum

safe working load of 200kg (440lbs) is
recommended  a higher capacity is
preferred for use by a greater range
1:'70&/03'@-&'0%:&')1/?"$#'41%('1:',-&'
&M7".8&$,'0-174(';&'A4&%/4*'("0.4%*&(3

rails are unlikely to be suitable as they
8%*'1;0,/7A,',-&'A&"4"$#E,/%A?'-1"0,3'

!""The heightadjustment mechanism for

wallmounted benches should be mains
.1)&/&(3'K:':/&&0,%$("$#';&$A-&0'%/&'
battery powered, they will need regular
A-%/#"$#'%$('8%$%#&8&$,3'@-&'A1$,/140'
should be easy to operate using a
handheld unit, which should either have
a wander lead or be a remotecontrol
(&6"A&3'K$0,/7A,"1$0':1/'%(>70,"$#',-&'
height and activating safety mechanisms
should be clearly visible and easy
,1':1441)3

!""The changing bench should have a

comfortable surface that is suitable
for changing and showering, such as
perforated netting, and must be easy
,1'A4&%$3

A folding screen provides privacy for CP users and
assistants and should be provided in all CP facilities
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!""If a showering facility is provided within

There are advantages and disadvantages
to both freestanding and wallmounted
;&$A-&05'%0'0&,'17,'"$',-&',%;4&';&41)3'
Selection of the most appropriate type
of changing bench should be carefully
considered, taking into account the needs of
people consulted during the planning stage
of the project (see Consultation in Chapter 3,
Planning and designP3

the CP toilet, the bench should have an
integral water collection tray, also known
as a water catchment tray, with a waste
17,4&,'%$('-10&3

!""Some models of changing bench offer an
adjustable backrest at one or both ends
)-"A-'A%$'"8./16&'A18:1/,3'

!""Safety rails should be provided on the

changing bench so that assistants can
choose to use them when appropriate and
7$(&/'07.&/6"0"1$3

Advantages and disadvantages of freestanding
and wallmounted changing benches
Advantages

Disadvantages
Freestanding

!""A freestanding bench can be moved,

1::&/"$#'#/&%,&/'2&H";"4",*'%$('%'/%$#&'1:'
,/%$0:&/'.10","1$03

!""The bench may be taken out of the room,
with the result that it is unavailable when
/&M7"/&(3

!""The shower can be used in conjunction !""Freestanding benches typically take up
with a shower seat if the bench can be
816&('%)%*':/18',-&'0-1)&/'%/&%3

more space than wallmounted benches
,-%,':14('2%,'%#%"$0,'%')%443

!""Assistants are able to access both sides !"If the bench is battery powered it
,1'%00"0,')",-'8%$7%4'-%$(4"$#3

will require regular recharging and
8%"$,&$%$A&'A-&A?03

!""Batteryoperated benches offer easy

-&"#-,'%(>70,8&$,3'U*(/%74"A';&$A-&0'
A%$';&'8%$7%44*'%(>70,&(3
Wallmounted

!"It may be possible to fold the bench

up against the wall when not in use,
"$A/&%0"$#'A4&%/'211/'0.%A&3

!""The bench cannot be removed or taken
17,'1:',-&'/118'%$('0,1/&('&40&)-&/&3

!""Assistants can only stand on one side,
/&0,/"A,"$#'8%$7%4'-%$(4"$#3

!""@-&';&$A-'.10","1$'"0'+H&(5'4"8","$#'

2&H";"4",*'1:'70&'%$(',/%$0:&/'1.,"1$03

!"There is a slight reduction in space in the

shower area when the bench is folded up
%#%"$0,',-&')%443
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!""@-&'("0.&$0&/'0-174(';&')%44'817$,&(3'

It should be adjacent to the head of the
changing bench and within easy reach
of the assistant, although not too close to
,-&'0-1)&/3

!""The dispenser should be positioned

with the underside between 800mm and
Q[[[88'%;16&'211/'4&6&43

Shower

A wallmounted changing bench at Cherwell Valley
J1,1'!&/6"A&03'K,'"0'-&"#-,'%(>70,%;4&5')",-'8%H"878E
load capacity and instructions clearly on display

Showers enable people to wash after
70"$#',-&'DB'1/')-"4&';&"$#'A-%$#&(3'I
shower should be included in the design
of a CP toilet in relevant types of managed
buildings such as leisure centres, travel
-7;0'1/':1/'0.&A"+A'./1>&A,03'I'0-1)&/'"0'$1,'
/&M7"/&(':1/'%44'BC',1"4&,03
The preferred area for the shower is in a
corner of the room where it can be used
in conjunction with the changing bench or
0-1)&/'0&%,3'K,'"0';&0,'":',-&'0-1)&/'%/&%'A%$'
be positioned away from the door so that the
211/'07/:%A&'"$',-"0'%/&%'(1&0'$1,';&A18&'
7$$&A&00%/"4*')&,3

!""@-&'211/'"$'%'BC',1"4&,'0-174(';&'

(&0"#$&('%0'%')&,/118'211/3'I'A1$,"$7170'
)%,&/./11:'$1$E04".'211/'07/:%A&'0-174('
cover the whole room and have an
integral waterproof skirting (also called a
A16&('0?"/,"$#P3'

The freestanding changing bench at the Brighton
B141$$%(&'.7;4"A',1"4&,0'%441)0'2&H";4&'70&'1:'0.%A&'

Wide paper roll

!""The shower area should provide stepfree
access to facilitate easy transfer from a
wheelchair, and unimpeded movement
for a freestanding changing bench or
0-1)&/'0&%,3'

dispenser
A dispenser with a wide paper roll
(sometimes referred to as a couch roll)
should be provided adjacent to the changing
;&$A-3'@-"0'%441)0'%00"0,%$,0',1'.4%A&'.%.&/'
over the changing bench surface to promote
good hygiene and to aid the changing and
A4&%$0"$#'./1A&003

!""@-&'211/'"$',-&'0-1)&/'%/&%'0-174(';&'

very slightly sloped, with a gradient no
#/&%,&/',-%$'QXR[5',1'&$%;4&')%,&/',1'(/%"$'
,1)%/(0'%'211/'17,4&,3'
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Shower seat

!""The outlet should be recessed into the

211/'0,/7A,7/&'%$('-%6&'%'A16&/'270-')",-'
,-&'211/'07/:%A&3'K(&%44*'%'211/'(/%"$')174(' It is good practice to offer a range of
be placed adjacent to a wall or in a corner :%A"4","&03'I'0-1)&/'0&%,5'./16"(&('"$'%((","1$'
%)%*':/18'8%"$'%A,"6",*'n',7/$"$#'0.%A&3
to a changing bench, allows users to shower
"$'%'0&%,&('7./"#-,'.10","1$3
The shower unit should be wallmounted
adjacent to the changing bench where it
can be easily reached and operated by
The shower seat should be slip resistant
an assistant or by a person seated on a
and wallmounted, and a backrest and
0-1)&/'0&%,3
07..1/,'-%$(/%"40'0-174(';&'./16"(&(3

!""

!""

!""The shower controls should be easy

to read and operate, and should be
.10","1$&(';&,)&&$'cR[88'%$('Q[[[88'
%;16&'211/'4&6&43

!""The shower head should be detachable

%$('817$,&('1$'%'2&H";4&'-10&3'@-&'-10&'
0-174(';&'1:'07:+A"&$,'4&$#,-':1/'70&/0',1'
be showered on the changing bench or in
%'0-1)&/'0&%,3'I'-10&'4&$#,-'1:'S[[[88'
"0'07##&0,&(5'(&.&$("$#'1$'4%*17,3

!""A vertical mounting bar and adjustable

!""Folddown or tipdown seats provide more
space when not in use, but these should
$1,';&'0./"$#'41%(&(3'

!""The seat should preferably be height

%(>70,%;4&5'1/'Vd[88':/18'211/'4&6&43'
The edge of the seat should be at least
iR[88':/18',-&'817$,&(')%443'\%/#&/'
seats allow use by a wider range of
.&1.4&3

!""The seat should be able to support a
)&"#-,'1:'%,'4&%0,'S[[?#'OVV[4;0P3

bracket should be provided to enable the
shower head to be positioned within the
/%$#&'QS[[88',1'QV[[88'%;16&'211/'
4&6&43'@-&'6&/,"A%4';%/'A%$'&H,&$(':/18'
Q[R[EQd[[88',1'%441)'81/&'2&H";4&'70&'
but shower head must always be within
/&%A-'%,',-&'41)&/'4&6&43

!""The water temperature for the shower
should be adjustable, but should not
&HA&&('VeoB'%,',-&'17,4&,3

!""The water temperature in the pipework

should be at least 60ºC to avoid the risk
1:'4&#"1$&44%3

The CP facility at Ken Martin Leisure Centre in
Nottingham includes a shower seat with a backrest
and dropdown arm supports

!""Where appropriate, such as in hotels and

selected leisure environments, a supply of
A4&%$',1)&40'0-174(';&'./16"(&(3'

!""In certain environments, such as in

hospitals and daycare facilities, a low
height sluice outlet should be provided in
,-&'0-1)&/'%/&%3'
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Recommended heights for shower area with
shower seat

All dimensions in millimetres
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Waste bins

Mirror

Adequate receptacles for waste, including
separate bins for general waste and
personal hygiene products, should be
./16"(&(5'%$('870,';&'&8.,"&('/&#74%/4*3'
See Daytoday management in Chapter 6,
3","$'8',&)",!)8"0,&',",/' for more
"$:1/8%,"1$3

A fulllength mirror with unobstructed access
should be provided within a CP toilet to
enable people to view themselves and to
%(>70,',-&"/'A41,-"$#3

!""A wallmounted mirror should be provided,
600mm wide and at least 1000mm tall,
positioned with the lower edge no higher
,-%$'i[[88'%;16&',-&'211/3

!""The sanitarydisposal bin should be large

enough to accommodate adultsized
"$A1$,"$&$A&'.%(03'K,'0-174(';&'.10","1$&('
within easy reach of the WC, but not
)-&/&'",')"44'1;0,/7A,'%AA&003

!""A disposal bin for general waste should

be positioned where it can be reached
&%0"4*':/18',-&'A4&%/'8%$1&76/"$#'0.%A&3'
In facilities that provide paper towels, the
bin should not be far from the paper towel
("0.&$0&/3'

!""The disposal unit and general waste

;"$'0-174(';&'/&A&00&('"$,1',-&')%443'
This maximises space and reduces the
risk of the bin obstructing movement or
&M7".8&$,3'I')%0,&';"$'A174('0-%,,&/'%$('
cause damage if it is stored underneath
,-&'-&"#-,E%(>70,%;4&';&$A-3

!""J"//1/0'0-174('$1,'&H,&$(',1'211/'4&6&4'%0'

this can create a false impression of being
%'(11/'1/')%44'1.&$"$#3

Assistance alarm
An assistance alarm should be provided to
enable a disabled person or their assistant to
07881$'%00"0,%$A&3'@-"0'0-174('"$A1/.1/%,&'
visual and audio indicators which differ
:/18',-10&'1:',-&'+/&'%4%/8'0*0,&8',1'%61"('
A1$:70"1$3
Emergency alarm alerts should be
positioned in areas which are permanently
staffed, and staff must be trained in providing
%../1./"%,&'%00"0,%$A&3'!&&'Staff training in
Chapter 6, 3","$'8',&)",!)8"0,&',",/'3

!""The alarm system should comprise two

alarm pull cords and a reset button within
,-&'/1183'

!""One alarm pull cord should be positioned
adjacent to the toilet where it can be
/&%A-&(':/18',-&',1"4&,3'

!""A further alarm pull cord should be

positioned near to the door, but not where
",')"44';&'A1$:70&(')",-',-&'4"#-,'.744'A1/(3

!""Alarm pull cords should be coloured red

A large bin should be provided for the disposal of
adultsized pads
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and extend down to within 100mm of the
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!""The system should incorporate an

indication that the alarm has been raised
as this will reassure users that assistance
"0'1$'",0')%*3

!""Above the door on the outside of the room,
an alarm indicator should be provided,
"$A1/.1/%,"$#';1,-'%'4"#-,'%$('017$(&/3'

Alarm cord with bangles at two heights, which can
be reached easily if a CP user or assistant has fallen
1$,1',-&'211/3'@-&'/&0&,';7,,1$'0-174(';&'&%0*',1'+$('
and operate if the alarm is accidentally triggered

Coat hooks
!7:+A"&$,'A1%,'-11?0'0-174(';&'./16"(&(',1'
enable a CP user and two assistants to hang
,-&"/'A1%,0'%$(';%#03'B1%,'-11?0'0-174(';&'
.10","1$&('%,',)1'("::&/&$,'-&"#-,0'<'Q[R[88'
%$('QV[[8'%;16&'211/'4&6&4'<',1'8&&,',-&'
needs of people of different heights and with
%'("::&/&$,'/&%A-'/%$#&3

Sanitarytowel
dispensers
It is good practice to install an alarm in the shower
%/&%3'@-&'/&('A1/('%$(';%$#4&0'0-174('A1$,/%0,'
against the background and should be easy to identify

211/3'@-"0'"0'01',-%,',-&*'A%$';&'/&%A-&('
easily in the event of a user falling to the
211/3'

!""The pull cords should incorporate two red
;%$#4&05'R[88'"$'("%8&,&/3'=$&';%$#4&'
should be positioned at the end of the
A1/('OQ[[88'%;16&'211/'4&6&4P'%$(',-&'
other at a height between 800mm and
Q[[[88'%;16&'211/'4&6&43

!""An alarm reset button should be

positioned within the room, preferably
close to the toilet, at a height between
d[[88'%$('Q[[[88'%;16&'211/'4&6&43

!""The reset control, a button or switch,

0-174(';&'&%0*',1'"(&$,":*'%$('1.&/%,&3'

Installing a vending machine dispensing
sanitary and hygiene products is
recommended, and it should be easy to reach
%$('1.&/%,&3'D-&/&6&/'.100";4&5'%'/&A&00&('
or slimline unit should be selected so that
it does not reduce and encroach into the
70&%;4&'211/'0.%A&'1/'./&0&$,'%$'1;0,/7A,"1$3'
Controls, coin slots and the dispensing
drawer should be positioned at a height
;&,)&&$'cR[88'%$('QS[[883

Heating
CP toilets should be heated to maintain a
comfortable temperature when they are
%6%"4%;4&':1/'70&3'@-&'/118',&8.&/%,7/&
should take account of the fact that many
people using the facilities may be undressed
for an extended period, such as while being
A-%$#&('1/'0-1)&/&(3'
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Ventilation

!""F$(&/211/'-&%,"$#'"0'/&A188&$(&('

wherever it is practical to install, such as in
newbuild CP toilets or where the room is
;&"$#'07;0,%$,"%44*'/&$16%,&(3'F$(&/211/'
heating is ideal for CP toilets as:

! it provides a consistent room
temperature

!''",'./16"(&0'%')%/8'211/'07/:%A&5'

which improves comfort and
&$07/&0',-%,',-&'211/'07/:%A&'(/"&0'
faster

!''",'&$07/&0'#/&%,&/'211/'0.%A&'%0'",'
avoids the need for wallmounted
radiators which may reduce the
70&%;4&'211/'0.%A&3

!""The operation of the mechanical

ventilation system could be linked to use
1:',-&'4"#-,03'@-"0'A174('"$A1/.1/%,&5':1/'
&H%8.4&5'%'QRE8"$7,&'16&//7$'1$A&',-&'
4"#-,0'-%6&';&&$'0)",A-&('1::3

!""Mechanical ventilation and extract

!""If radiators are provided, they should be

carefully positioned so as not to obstruct
%AA&00',1'%$('70&'1:'%$*'&M7".8&$,3'
They should have a maximum surface
,&8.&/%,7/&'1:'VeoB3'Z%("%,1/'.".&0'
0-174('%401';&':744*'A1$A&%4&('1/'#7%/(&(3

!""Convection and fantype heaters should

be avoided as they can create draughts
%$('A%70&'("0A18:1/,3'9%$'-&%,&/0'%401'
generate background noise which can
impair communications and create an
7$.4&%0%$,'&$6"/1$8&$,3

systems should be as quiet as possible as
the noise generated by certain systems
A%$';&'("0,/&00"$#',1'018&'.&1.4&3'
Regular cleaning and maintenance can
#/&%,4*'/&(7A&'$1"0&'4&6&403

!""Supplementary natural ventilation via

windows may be desirable in some
A"/A780,%$A&03'D-&/&')"$(1)0',-%,'A%$'
be opened are provided, they should be
carefully positioned to maintain comfort
%$('./"6%A*3

!""Handles and opening mechanisms for

windows should be easy and safe to use,
and should contrast visually with their
;%A?#/17$(3

Water supply
Hot water in pipes supplying washbasins
and showers is required to be at least
i[oB'"$'1/(&/',1'%61"(',-&'/"0?'1:'4&#"1$&44%3'
However, thermostatic valves should be
used to ensure that the water temperature at
,-&'.1"$,'1:'07..4*'"0'87A-'41)&/3

!""At the point of supply, water temperature
0-174('$1,'&HA&&('VeoB3

!""Water supply pipes should be concealed
1/';1H&('"$',1'%61"(',-&'/"0?'1:'"$>7/*3
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CP toilets should be adequately ventilated
to provide fresh air and to remove moisture
%:,&/'0-1)&/"$#5')-&/&'%..4"A%;4&3'@-&'
ventilation system should be designed
to meet the requirements of the relevant
;7"4("$#'/&#74%,"1$03
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!""Where highlevel windows that can be

opened are provided, either a lowerlevel
winding handle or remotecontrol device
for electrical operation should be provided
between 800mm and 1000mm above
211/'4&6&43

Lighting and décor
It is important to ensure that the décor
creates strong visual contrast between
,-&'+,,"$#0'%$(',-&"/';%A?#/17$(3'I')%/85'
)&4A18"$#'&$6"/1$8&$,'0-174(';&'A/&%,&(3'
The facility should be as pleasant as
possible as users may spend considerable
.&/"1(0'1:',"8&',-&/&3'
I/,"+A"%4'4"#-,"$#'0-174(';&'./16"(&(',1'
achieve an even level of illumination
,-/17#-17,',-&'/1183'N"6&$',-&'0"T&'1:',-&'
room, it is likely that more than one light
+,,"$#')"44';&'/&M7"/&(3'\"#-,'+,,"$#0'A1$,/144&('
by a timer should be avoided because an
assistant may have to move away from the
CP user in order to reactivate the light, and
,-"0'A174('A18./18"0&'0%:&,*3'

!""\"#-,'+,,"$#0'0-174(';&'0-%441)'1/'

recessed and positioned away from
the ceiling track to avoid causing an
1;0,/7A,"1$',1',-&'-1"0,3'

!""Uplighters may be appropriate next to a

changing bench to avoid users having to
look directly at an overhead light source
)-"4&'4*"$#'(1)$3'\"#-,0'0-174(';&'1:'%'
,*.&'07",%;4&':1/'70&'"$')&,'/11803

!""Light switches should be a pull cord type

.10","1$&('QR[88':/18',-&'4&%("$#'&(#&'
1:',-&'(11/3'@-&'.744'A1/('0-174('&H,&$(',1'
;&,)&&$'a[[88'%$('Q[[[88'%;16&'211/'
4&6&43'

!""I4,-17#-',-&'4"#-,'.744'A1/('+,,"$#'0-174('
contrast in colour with the adjacent wall
surface, it should not be red in colour
as it may be mistaken for an emergency
%00"0,%$A&'.744'A1/(3

The use of ultraviolet light, which is used in
some public conveniences to deter drug use,
0-174('$1,';&'70&('"$'BC',1"4&,03'F4,/%6"14&,'
light reduces visual contrast between
07/:%A&0'%$('+,,"$#0'%$('"0'%401'?$1)$',1'
"$(7A&'0&"T7/&03

!""Matt surfaces should be used to avoid
#4%/&3

!""Pale tones for walls and ceilings help to
/&2&A,'4"#-,'81/&'&6&$4*3'

!""@-&'211/'+$"0-'%$(',-&'(11/'0-174('

contrast with the walls so that they can be
&%0"4*'"(&$,"+&(3

!""Fittings such as grabrails, dispensers, pull

@-&'+,,"$#0'%,',-&'BC':%A"4",*'%,'B",*'U%445'\1$(1$5'
contrast visually with their background

The design of the CP toilet at City Hall was
based on consultation with staff and regular
visitors, which resulted in an attractive
:%A"4",*')",-'#11('6"07%4'A1$,/%0,3'@-&'IAA&00'
Consultant for this facility, Ann Sawyer, said:

cords and switches should also contrast
)",-',-&"/'07//17$("$#03

“The appearance was considered
carefully, in order to ensure the
!""I/,"+A"%4'4"#-,"$#'0-174('./16"(&'%$'&6&$' fittings and finishes specified would
level of illumination of 300 lux at the height look good as well as work well. As
1:',-&'A-%$#"$#';&$A-3'
they say, however, ‘the devil is in
detail’; a great deal of time was
!""The position of lights should not create the
spent trying to find the most suitable
strong contrasts between light and shade
tap, soap dispenser and so on.”
1/'A%70&'#4%/&'1/'/&2&A,"1$03'
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Equipment and environment checklist
Previsit information:
X*/"&0*,)",!)%*7)&*)"//'22)&%')."/010&=
:*(F0,$)/"+"/0&=)*.)&%')%*02&)",!)/%",$0,$)4',/%
J*02&)/*8+"&04010&=)70&%)210,$)&=+'2)
B*,G(8)&%"&)210,$2)"('),*&)+(*;0!'!
N;"01"4010&=)*.)2%*7'()."/010&0'2
N4*;')0,.*(8"&0*,)";"01"41')*,);',#')7'420&'<)+#410/0&=<)1'"-'&2)",!)
.(*8)2&"..

Door:
b02#"11=)/*,&("2&0,$).("8'<)%",!1')",!)1*/F)70&%)/1'"()B>)20$,"$')
K.)1*/F'!<)"//'22)0,2&(#/&0*,2)+(*;0!'!)*#&20!'
30,08#8)*.)QPPP88)'..'/&0;')/1'"()70!&%<)*#&7"(!)*+',0,$)0.)+*22041'
J*(0c*,&"1)+#11)4"()"&)UPP88)%'0$%&)*,)0,20!')*.)&%')!**(
@"2=[&*[#2')+(0;"/=)1*/F
B*"&)%**F2)*,)&%')0,20!')"&)&7*)%'0$%&2<)QPdP88)",!)QWPP88

WC:
>',0,2#1"()D2+"/')4*&%)20!'2E)"&)1'"2&)QPPP88).(*8)&%')7"11)
6'"&)%'0$%&)WRP88).(*8)-**()
B*8.*(&"41')4"/F)('2&
I*01'&)+"+'()70&%0,)('"/%
T'&("/&"41')7"11[8*#,&'!)e).(''2&",!0,$).*1!0,$)2/('',
B*1*2&*8=)2%'1.)GL'!)70&%0,)('"/%)*.)&%'):B)UdP88).(*8)-**(
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Grabrails / Dropdown support rails:
B*,&("2&);02#"11=)70&%)4"/F$(*#,!
](*+[!*7,)2#++*(&)("012)SOP88)'0&%'()20!'<)#++'()("01)fRP88)"4*;')&%')
-**()7%',)0,)%*(0c*,&"1)+*20&0*,
b'(&0/"1)$("4("012)70&%)/',&(')"&)QQPP88)%'0$%&
Easy to grip, minimum 600mm long, 3235mm diameter

Washbasin:
J'0$%&)"!?#2&"41')D#2#"1)(",$')dRP[QPSP88E)70&%)2".'&=)2&*+)*()
+*20&0*,'!)"&)VOP[VWP88).(*8)-**()D0.)GL'!E
B1'"()F,'')2+"/')#,!'(,'"&%)DVPP88).(*8)-**(E
X"($')4*71)4#&)&"+2)2&011)70&%0,)('"/%
X';'1)2#(."/')'0&%'()20!').*()"(8)('2&2
Lever mixer tap
6*"+)!02+',2'()"4*;'<)'"2=)&*)#2')",!)7'11)70&%0,)('"/%

Hand drying:
Automatic hand dryer near basin
>"+'()&*7'12)2#++10'!)0,)"!!0&0*,
J",![!(=0,$)."/010&0'2)/*,&("2&)"$"0,2&)2#((*#,!0,$2)70&%*#&)%";0,$)
('-'/&0;')2#(."/'2<)RPP88)[QPPP88).(*8)-**(
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Ceilingtrack hoist:
Full room coverage
30,08#8)OPPF$)`)$('"&'()/"+"/0&=)('/*88',!'!
30,08#8)/'010,$)%'0$%&)O9W8
Ceiling lights and alarms recessed
610,$)/*8+"&04010&=)0,.*(8"&0*,)+(*;0!'!
K,2&(#/&0*,2)",!)7*(F0,$)1*"!)/1'"(1=);02041')",!)'"2=)&*)#,!'(2&",!
@8'($',/=)1*7'()e)2&*+
T'&#(,[&*[/%"($').'"&#(')",!)/%"($0,$)1*/"&0*,)0,2&(#/&0*,2

Changing bench:
^(''2&",!0,$)*()7"11[8*#,&'!
30,08#8)QRPP88)1*,$)",!)RPP88)70!'
N!?#2&"41')0,)%'0$%&)SPP88[QPPP88).(*8)-**()1';'1
30,08#8)7*(F0,$)1*"!)OPPF$)D%0$%'()('/*88',!'!E
K,2&(#/&0*,2).*()#2')",!)7*(F0,$)1*"!)/1'"(1=)!02+1"='!
B*8.*(&"41')2#(."/').*()/%",$0,$)*()2%*7'(0,$
:0!')+"+'()(*11)!02+',2'()+(*;0!'!)4=)4',/%<)RPP[QPPP88).(*8)-**(

Privacy Screen:
^(''2&",!0,$)*()7"11[8*#,&'!)2/('',)+(*;0!'!
^*1!2)"7"=)70&%*#&)*42&(#/&0,$)*&%'()'M#0+8',&
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Shower:
g*,[210+<)7'&(**8)-**()!'20$,
6&'+[.('')"//'22<)8"L08#8)21*+')QAdP).*()7"&'()!("0,"$'
6%*7'()#,0&)70&%)!'&"/%"41')%'"!<)1*/"&'!),'L&)&*)/%",$0,$)4',/%

Shower seat (if provided)
6%*7'()2'"&)70&%)4"/F('2&)",!)2#++*(&0,$)$("4("01
N!?#2&"41')%'0$%&)*()WRP88).(*8)-**(<)2'"&)'!$')fdP88).(*8)7"11)D80,E
30,08#8)2".')7*(F0,$)1*"!)OPPF$<)%0$%'()/"+"/0&=)('/*88',!'!

Bins:
X"($')2",0&"(=)!02+*2"1)40,)D,*&),"((*7)&=+'E
T'/'22'!)7%'(')+*22041'<),*&)#,!'()/%",$0,$)4',/%)*()0,)&(",2.'()2+"/'
6'+"("&')40,2).*()$','("1)7"2&')",!)+"+'()&*7'12

Alarm system:
N#!041')",!)70&%)0,!0/"&*()10$%&<)10,F'!)&*)2&"..'!)"('"
N1"(8)+#11)/*(!2)2%*#1!)4')('!)",!)%";')4",$1'2)"&)&7*)%'0$%&2A)QPP88)
",!)RPP[QPPP88).(*8)&%')-**(
N1"(8)2%*#1!)%";')"&)1'"2&)&7*)+#11)/*(!2<)*,')&%"&)/",)4')('"/%'!).(*8)
&%'):B<)&%')*&%'()4=)&%')!**()D4"2'!)*,)56RSPP)1"=*#&E
Pull cords should not obstruct hoist movement or other equipment
B*,&("2&0,$)('2'&)4#&&*,)1*/"&'!),'"()"1"(8)",!)'"2=)&*)G,!
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Mirror:
^#11[1',$&%<)80,08#8)fPP88)70!')",!)QPPP88)&"11
X*7'()'!$')2%*#1!),*&)2&"(&)"&)-**()1';'1)4#&)2%*#1!),*&)4')%0$%'()
than 600mm

Environment check points:
B*8.*(&"41')",!)7'1/*80,$
b02#"11=)/*,&("2&0,$)G&&0,$2
Clear instructions and signage
Appropriate heating
Even lighting
:"&'()&'8+'("&#('2)8''&)2".'&=)2&",!"(!2
Good ventilation
g*,[210+)-**(0,$

The Equipment and environment checklist is most effective when used in conjunction with
the detailed layouts in Chapter 3, Planning and design
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5 Finance

Construction costs
>(*;0!0,$)")B%",$0,$)>1"/'2)DB>E)."/010&=)
"2)+"(&)*.)"),'7)!';'1*+8',&)02)#2#"11=)
8*(')/*2&)'..'/&0;')&%",)('&(*G&&0,$)&%')
2"8')."/010&=)0,&*)",)'L02&0,$)2&(#/&#('9)
I%')+(*;020*,)*.)B>)&*01'&2)2%*#1!)4')
/*,20!'('!).(*8)&%')*#&2'&)0,)"11)8"?*()
,'7)!';'1*+8',&2)",!)1"($'[2/"1')
('.#(402%8',&)",!)'L&',20*,)+(*?'/&29
Where a CP toilet is being provided in
an existing building, the project cost will
depend, to a large extent, on the alterations
/&M7"/&(',1'A/&%,&',-&'0.%A&'$&&(&(3'@-&/&'
may be additional costs if alterations are
required in other parts of the building to
facilitate access, such as widening doors
%$('./16"("$#'/%8.03
The case studies included in this chapter
provide an indication of costs, which may
1::&/'%'/17#-'#7"(&':1/'A18.%/%;4&'0A-&8&03

Funding
B-%/","&05'$1,E:1/E./1+,'1/#%$"0%,"1$0'%$('
social enterprises typically have greater
access to grant funding and alternative
+$%$A&'0,/&%80',-%$',-&"/'A188&/A"%4'
A17$,&/.%/,03'91/'&H%8.4&5'+$%$A"%4'
assistance may be available from charitable
trusts, local and regional councils and
41,,&/*':7$(&/03'!7:+A"&$,':7$(0',1'A16&/',-&'
design and installation of a CP toilet may
be derived from a single funder or from a
$78;&/'1:'017/A&03'97$(0'8%*';&'%6%"4%;4&'
.7/&4*',1'+$%$A&',-&'"$0,%44%,"1$'1:'%'BC'

,1"4&,5'1/',1'+$%$A&'%'4%/#&/'./1>&A,'1:')-"A-'
%'BC',1"4&,'"0'%'A18.1$&$,'.%/,3'D-"40,'"$","%4'
funding for installation may be available
to organisations, any additional ongoing
funding for maintenance will need to be
A1$0"(&/&(3
Large commercial organisations such as the
operators of a shopping centre or a large
hotel are expected to fund the installation
and running costs associated with a CP
,1"4&,',-&80&46&03'K$',-&0&'"$0,%$A&05',-&'
cost of installing a CP toilet would be viewed
as part of the overall development and
operational costs for the organisation, as
would expenditure relating to other facilities
./16"(&(':1/'.7;4"A'70&3

VAT relief
In the majority of cases, and certainly
for all works undertaken by commercial
organisations, construction work and the
07..4*'1:'&M7".8&$,'%/&'gI@'0,%$(%/(E/%,&(3'
There are certain situations in which a lower
or zero rate of VAT can be applied (See
HMRC Notices in Chapter 7, 6*#(/'2)*.)
.#(&%'()0,.*(8"&0*,P3
In all cases, it is the supplier (the building
contractor in the case of installing a CP
toilet) who is responsible for ensuring that
,-&'A1//&A,'/%,&'1:'gI@'"0'%..4"&(3'D-&/&'
goods and services qualify for zero rating,
the client organisation and the supplier are
/&M7"/&(',1'0"#$'%'(&A4%/%,"1$'A1$+/8"$#'
&4"#";"4",*3
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Charities
For current information on VAT, refer to HM
Revenue and Customs’ website:
%&&+Aee7779%8(/9$*;9#Fe

Z&#"0,&/&('A-%/","&0'%$('$1,E:1/E./1+,'
organisations that are treated by HMRC as
charitable are currently able to zero rate
the construction and adaptation of certain
elements in a building and the supply of
particular equipment if certain criteria are
8&,3'@-&0&'"$A47(&',1"4&,0'%$(')%0-/11805'
sanitary devices and hoists provided for
("0%;4&('.&1.4&3'

In all cases, it is advisable for the client
1/#%$"0%,"1$',1'0&&?'A4%/"+A%,"1$':/18'%$'
accountant or construction professional who
"0':%8"4"%/')",-'A7//&$,'gI@'%//%$#&8&$,03

Case study:

Crosssector partnerships

I'./"6%,&'A18.%$*'+$%$A&(',-&'"$0,%44%,"1$'1:',-&'BC'
facility at the seafront public toilets in Brighton, while
the local authority pays for maintenance

Debenhams Blackpool provided the space for the CP
:%A"4",*5')-"4&',-&'A17$A"4'+$%$A&(',-&'"$0,%44%,"1$'%$('
maintenance © John Burke

Wetton Cleaning Services, the cleaning company contracted to service the Brighton
%$('U16&'B",*'B17$A"4'.7;4"A'A1$6&$"&$A&05'+$%$A&(',-&'"$0,%44%,"1$'1:',-&'BC',1"4&,'
%,'@-&'B141$$%(&5'J%(&"/%'`/"6&5'Y/"#-,1$3'@-&',1"4&,')%0'"$0,%44&('%0'.%/,'1:'%'8%>1/'
/&:7/;"0-8&$,'1:',-&'&H"0,"$#'0&%:/1$,'.7;4"A',1"4&,03'@-&',1,%4'A10,'1:',-&';7"4("$#')1/?0'%$('
&M7".8&$,':1/',-&'BC',1"4&,')%0'>70,'16&/'jS[5[[[3'Y/"#-,1$'%$('U16&'B",*'B17$A"4'0,%,&0'
,-%,'",'A10,0'jS[['%$$7%44*',1'8%"$,%"$',-&'&M7".8&$,'"$',-&',1"4&,3'
In Blackpool, Debenhams department store and the local council ensured the provision of a
CP facility through an innovative agreement, in which Debenhams provided the space and
,-&'A17$A"4'+$%$A&(',-&'"$0,%44%,"1$'%$('8%"$,&$%$A&'A10,03'

“We were very happy to work with the council and Changing Places on
introducing a great facility for our shoppers and visitors. The facility is
well used both by residents and visitors to Blackpool, and their families.”
C("%"8)]0/F0,2*,, Store Manager, Blackpool Debenhams
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Erewash Borough Council funded the installation of the CP facility at Ilkeston Coop Department Store, now
8%$%#&(';*'J"(4%$(0'B1E1.&/%,"6&'!1A"&,*'p'N%/,-'W&),1$3'Z&./1(7A&('7$(&/',-&',&/80'1:'%'B/&%,"6&'
Commons Licence %&&+Aee/('"&0;'/*88*,29*($e10/',2'2e4=[,/[2"eO9Pe#Fe)

Responding to local representations, Erewash Borough Council provided £36,000 funding
:1/',-&'"$0,%44%,"1$'1:',-&'B-%$#"$#'C4%A&0',1"4&,'%,',-&'K4?&0,1$'B1E1.'`&.%/,8&$,'!,1/&3'
J"(4%$(0'B1E1.&/%,"6&'!1A"&,*'"0'/&0.1$0";4&':1/'8%$%#"$#',-&':%A"4","&03
Speaking prior to the installation of the CP facility, Councillor Geoffrey Smith, Erewash
Borough Council’s Lead Member for Regeneration and Planning, said:

“The Changing Places toilet will make such a difference to the many people,
both young and old, who have serious or multiple disabilities and we are
very proud to be working with the Cooperative Society to provide this
facility in Ilkeston town centre. It is a great example of partnership working
for the benefit of the community.”

Case study:

Central government funding
The CP toilet at Sutton Railway Station was part funded by the Department for
@/%$0.1/,'7$(&/'",0'IAA&00':1/'I44'./1#/%88&3'IAA&00':1/'I44':7$("$#'"0',%/#&,&(',1)%/(0'
infrastructure improvements at Network Rail stations in England and Wales, which will
&$%;4&'81/&'("0%;4&('.&1.4&',1'%AA&00',-&'/%"4'$&,)1/?3'
@-&':7$("$#'%6%"4%;4&'"0':/18'jSR[5[[[',1'jQ'8"44"1$'.&/'0A-&8&5'%$('"0'1$4*'#/%$,&('
to projects that have reached a credible stage of development, having completed all
%../1./"%,&':&%0";"4",*'0,7("&0'%$('-%6"$#'"(&$,"+&('1,-&/':7$("$#'017/A&03'
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I%')B>)."/010&=)"&)6#&&*,)T"017"=)6&"&0*,)7"2)+"(&).#,!'!)4=)&%')C*;'(,8',&_2)N//'22).*()N11)
programme

Case study:

Trust funding

I%')/*#,&(=20!')"(*#,!)]0;02)",!)51"/F)3*#,&"0,)X*,$)5"(,);020&*()/',&(')

The Divis and Black Mountain Long Barn visitor centre opened to the public in 2009,
supported by funding from the Northern Ireland Environment Agency, the Heritage Lottery
97$('%$('F40,&/'N%/(&$0'g"44%#&03'@-&'A&$,/&L0'BC':%A"4","&0'A10,'jQR5[[['%$(')&/&'
funded by the National Trust Access for All scheme, Adapt Northern Ireland and the Bruce
D%?&'B-%/",%;4&'@/70,3'

“Divis and Black Mountain are wonderful heritage assets and this project
is a great example of how Lottery players’ money can benefit the widest
possible audience. Thousands of people have already enjoyed visiting this
unique landscape, and the provision of these additional facilities will enable
many more people to access and enjoy the mountains for the first time.
We’re delighted to have been able to help make that possible.”
T*,,0')6+',/', Chairman of the Lottery Fund Committee for Northern Ireland
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6 Management and
maintenance

@.G/0',&)8","$'8',&)",!)8"0,&',",/')
*.)B%",$0,$)>1"/'2)DB>E)&*01'&2)02)
essential to their daytoday operation
and ongoing viability. Good management
0,;*1;'2)&%')+(*;020*,)*.)('1';",&)2&"..)
&("0,0,$<)",!)'..'/&0;')",!)"++(*+(0"&')
communications. Regular cleaning and
servicing are also essential.
Ensuring good practice in management
and maintenance can also safeguard the
providers of CP toilets by demonstrating that
/"0?0'%/&')&44'8%$%#&(3'G&&."$#'%AA7/%,&'
records of daily activities, such as cleaning
and equipment inspections, and of annual
servicing of hoists and benches will provide
&6"(&$A&'1:'#11('8%$%#&8&$,'./%A,"A&3'!&&'
Chapter 2, X'$021"&0;')4"/F$(*#,!, for
:7/,-&/'"$:1/8%,"1$'1$'/"0?'8%$%#&8&$,3
Providing staff who manage a CP toilet
with disability awareness training and
an understanding of how people use the
&M7".8&$,'"0'6&/*'"8.1/,%$,3'U1)&6&/5'0,%::'
do not require manualhandling training
themselves as they are not expected to
provide personal assistance to people using
,-&':%A"4",*3
In a CP toilet used predominantly by visitors,
assistants are less likely to be familiar
with the particular items of equipment or
"$("6"(7%4'A1$,/1403'C/16"("$#'A4&%/4*'6"0";4&'
instructions that are easy to follow, and
frequent checks by management staff
between users, such as checking that the
hoist is returned to the charging station, will
help ensure that equipment is ready for the
$&H,'70&/3'

The CP toilet at the Tate Modern has large, eye
catching lettering on the wall to remind users and staff
,-%,',-&'-1"0,'0-174(';&'/&,7/$&(',1',-&'A-%/#&/3'
This has the additional advantage of indicating the
location of the charger

“It is important that staff receive
training on Changing Places to
understand why they are needed,
the equipment and how it all works.
It is a chance to clarify what is and
isn’t their responsibility. They will
play a vital role which includes
providing information about the
CP toilet, as well as promoting its
availability to potential users.”
N,,)6"7='(, Access Consultant for the City
Hall CP
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Watchpoints

X

The organisation providing a
B>)&*01'&)02)('2+*,2041').*(A

The organisation and its
2&"..)"('),*&)('2+*,2041').*(A

! undertaking a full risk assessment of

! undertaking a risk assessment for

the facility and managing risk

individual disabled people and their
assistants

! displaying clear instructions and

! providing physical assistance to a

relevant information regarding the
equipment provided

disabled person using the CP facilities

! providing accurate information on the

! ./16"("$#'04"$#0':1/'70&')",-',-&'-1"0,3

availability and location of facilities

! checking all equipment daily to ensure it
is clean, charged and ready for use

! ensuring that all equipment is

regularly maintained and inspected
in accordance with manufacturers’
recommendations and relevant
4&#"04%,"1$3

Staff training

!""Customerservice staff should be aware

The provision of a new CP toilet in a building
0-174(';&'%AA18.%$"&(';*',/%"$"$#3'@-"0'
will ensure that relevant staff members
are aware of the new facility and prepared
for any responsibilities relating to its
8%$%#&8&$,3

!""Disability awareness training should be

supplemented with training on why people
$&&('BC',1"4&,0'%$('-1)',-&*'%/&'70&(3

!""K,'A%$';&';&$&+A"%4',1'./16"(&'%44'0,%::')",-'
basic equipment training, such as safely
returning the hoist motor to the charging
station, and recognising the controls for
the release and power cord, to help them
%$0)&/';%0"A'M7&/"&03
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1:')-%,',*.&'1:'&M7".8&$,'"0'./16"(&(3'
They should understand the importance of
providing visitors with access information
in advance and promoting the facility to
.1,&$,"%4'70&/03

!""Cleaning and caretaking staff should

understand the importance of meticulous
hygiene and why the position of items
)",-"$',-&'/118'"0'A/","A%43'91/'&H%8.4&5'
if an alarm pull cord is tied up, it will not
be possible for a user to reach it from the
211/'"$'%$'&8&/#&$A*3'

!""Suitable cleaning products should be

used to clean the equipment following the
8%$7:%A,7/&/L0'"$0,/7A,"1$03

!""Buildingmaintenance staff should

be familiar with the operation and
8%"$,&$%$A&'1:'%44'",&80'1:'&M7".8&$,3
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!""Caretakers, building managers and

maintenance staff should be trained in
operating and maintaining equipment and
,/17;4&0-11,"$#'A1881$'./1;4&803'@-"0'
should include an understanding of the
hoist system’s basic functions, limitations
%$('8%"$,&$%$A&'/&M7"/&8&$,03

!""A contingency plan in the event of a power
A7,'0-174(';&'(/%:,&(3

7$41A?"$#',-&':%A"4",*'1/'/&#"0,&/"$#'70&/03
Key schemes
Where a CP toilet is remotely managed, or
is at risk of being misused and damaged, it
0-174(';&'?&.,'41A?&(')-&$'$1,'"$'70&3'@-"0'
may be the case in situations where access
"0'("/&A,4*':/18'%'.7;4"A'0.%A&3
Uncontrolled access by key

Security

Using a national key scheme, such as
the widely recognised Royal Association
The level of security required for a CP
for Disability Rights (Radar) National Key
toilet will vary depending on where it is
Scheme, provides people who have the
0",7%,&('%$('-1)'",'"0'8%$%#&(3'K$'%44'A%0&05'
national key access to the CP facility at
instructions explaining how to gain access
%$*',"8&3'D-&/&'%'BC',1"4&,'"0'./16"(&('
should be displayed on signage outside the
in conjunction with or alongside a unisex
toilet and in any information about the facility,
accessible toilet, the key system should be
07A-'%0'1$',-&'6&$7&L0')&;0",&3'D-&/&'1.&$'
,-&'0%8&':1/';1,-',1"4&,03'
access is not provided, it is essential that
arrangements are put in place to manage the
The disadvantage to this is that it relies on
situation should somebody urgently require
the disabled person or their assistant having
%AA&00',1',-&'BC',1"4&,3'B4&%/'0"#$%#&'
%'?&*3'K:',-&*'(1'$1,'-%6&'1$&5',-&*')"44'$1,'
explaining how to gain emergency access
;&'%;4&',1'%AA&00',-&':%A"4",*3'
0-174(';&'("0.4%*&('17,0"(&',-&',1"4&,3'
Ideally, CP toilets should be kept unlocked
If a CP toilet is only accessible using a key,
so that users have quick, easy and
this must be made clear in all online and
"$(&.&$(&$,'%AA&00',1',-&':%A"4",*3'U1)&6&/5'
./"$,&('"$:1/8%,"1$'%;17,',-&':%A"4",*3'
if there is a risk of a facility being mistreated
by other people in the building, managers
Further information about the National Key
may have to consider options that provide
Scheme can be found on the Radar website3'
;&,,&/'0&A7/",*3'@-&';&$&+,0'%$('(/%);%A?0'
to different security arrangements are
Please note that Radar is now part of
17,4"$&(';&41)3
Disability Rights UK, for contact details see
Chapter 7, 6*#(/'2)*.).#(&%'()0,.*(8"&0*,3
Y+',)"//'22
Where a CP toilet is located in a staffed
facility, it is preferable to keep it unlocked
)-&$'$1,'"$'70&3'=.&/%,"$#'%')&44E8%$%#&('
open site means that the CP toilet is
available when required and allows visitors
to access it immediately without having to
/&M7&0,'%AA&00'1/'/&#"0,&/3'K,'%401'./&6&$,0'
staff time being taken up by giving out keys,

!"#$%"&&'()*++',,)-.)/'#0'1,2'+34+)5'.
Restricting access by locking the facility with
%'?&*'1/'A1(&'0.&A"+A',1'%'.%/,"A74%/'6&$7&'
allows the venue greater control over who
70&0'",3'g"0",1/0'A%$'/&M7&0,',-&'?&*'1/'A1(&'
from a member of staff, usually someone at
/&A&.,"1$'1/'%',1"4&,'%,,&$(%$,3'I4,-17#-',-"0'
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provides greater security for the facility, it will
increase the time it takes for users to access
the toilet, and relies on a staff member being
%6%"4%;4&'%,'%44',"8&03

“We didn’t want to create any
barriers to access. We took the lock
off so the facility is open to visitors
and is being used all the time.”

3'84'(2%0+)2/%'8'2

Tina Levett, Gateway Manager, Kent

Organisations may wish to operate a
8&8;&/0-".'0A-&8&':1/'/&#74%/'70&/03'
Registering the assistant, rather than
the disabled user of the toilet, allows a
safeguard to be added by asking them
,1'A1$+/8',-%,',-&*'?$1)'-1)',1'70&',-&'
&M7".8&$,3'@-"0',*.&'1:'0A-&8&'"0'$1,'
suitable for venues that are not regularly
6"0",&(';*',-&'0%8&'.&1.4&3
Membership card systems
Assistants complete a registration form
;&:1/&'70"$#',-&':%A"4",*':1/',-&'+/0,',"8&3'
They are then provided with a membership
card, which is shown to a member of staff
who will either unlock the toilet or provide a
?&*3'K,'"0'./&:&/%;4&':1/'6"0",1/0',1'-%6&',-&'
option of registration on arrival, for example
at an information point or with the toilet
%,,&$(%$,3'@-&'BC')&;0",&'-%0'%$'&H%8.4&'
Guidance for Use form which can be used
%0'%',&8.4%,&3

Tonbridge Gateway provides open access to their
managed CP facilities

Member keys / fobs for individual use
@1'%441)'/&#74%/'70&/0'2&H";"4",*5'8&8;&/0-".'
schemes can provide assistants with their
1)$'?&*0'1/'&4&A,/1$"A'%AA&00':1;03'@-"0'
means that members can access the CP
,1"4&,'"$(&.&$(&$,4*'%,'%$*',"8&3'_4&A,/1$"A'
systems may allow the venue to record
%AA&003'@-&*')"44'$&&(',1';&'4"$?&(',1'
a control centre, such as a local
!-1.81;"4",*'A&$,/&3'
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Case study:

Open access
Kent Gateway services
The majority of CP toilets in Kent are installed within a Gateway, a centre offering public and
6147$,%/*'0&/6"A&0'"$'%$'%AA&00";4&',1)$'A&$,/&'1/'-"#-'0,/&&,'41A%,"1$3'G&$,'B17$,*'B17$A"4'
-%0'%,'4&%0,'1$&'BC',1"4&,'%6%"4%;4&'"$'&6&/*'N%,&)%*'41A%,"1$3
A CP Working Group, supported by the Gateway Programme Board, meets every six months
,1'/&6"&)'"8.4&8&$,%,"1$'1:'./1.10%40'%$(',1'"8./16&'%AA&00',1',-&':%A"4","&0'&6&$':7/,-&/3'
The group’s activities include:

!""./181,"$#',-&':%A"4","&0',-/17#-'4&%2&,05'$&)04&,,&/05'%AA&00'#7"(&0'%$('41A%4'$&,)1/?0
!""‘mystery shopping’ visits to the toilets to check ongoing access, management and
maintenance

!""."A?"$#'7.'1$'0.&A"+A'8%$%#&8&$,'%$('8%"$,&$%$A&'"007&0'%0',-&*'%/"0&
!""0-%/"$#'?$1)4&(#&'1:'BC'70&/0'%$(':%8"4"&03
The Tonbridge and Malling, Maidstone and
Tunbridge Wells CP facilities were originally
41A?&(',1"4&,03'U1)&6&/5'",')%0'4%,&/'(&A"(&('
to remove the locks, making the facility more
%AA&00";4&',1'%44'8&8;&/0'1:',-&'A1887$",*3'
The open sites are well managed and
frequently used by a range of people,
including people with learning disabilities,
older people, people living with stroke
%$(':%8"4"&03

“We manage use carefully and
priority is always given to disabled
people. We have had no queues
and no problems with vandalism.
The cleaners service the CP toilet
regularly as part of the usual
contract, and we didn’t need to
change our insurance cover.”
Tina Levett, Gateway Manager

Information signs in the Tonbridge CP facility provide
clear diagrams and instructions for using
the equipment
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Case study:

Membership card scheme
Nottingham City Council
Nottingham City Council uses a oneoff registration / membership process for its CP toilet,
)-"A-'"0'.%/,'1:',-&'8%"$'A",*'A&$,/&'.7;4"A',1"4&,':%A"4","&03'@-&',1"4&,'A18.4&H'"0'0,%::&(';*'
%,,&$(%$,0')-1'%0?'%00"0,%$,0'":',-&*'-%6&'%'8&8;&/0-".'A%/(3'K:'$1,5'%00"0,%$,0'%/&'%0?&('
to complete a very simple Guidance for Use form, which highlights key information and ‘dos
%$('(1$L,0L3'=$A&'A18.4&,&(5'%00"0,%$,0'%/&'./16"(&(')",-'%'8&8;&/0-".'A%/(')-"A-',-&*'
0-1)'1$':7,7/&'6"0",03'
The toilet is opened by the attendant at the request of membershipcard holders, ensuring
,-%,',-&':%A"4",*'/&8%"$0'A4&%$5'0%:&'%$('70&(';*',-10&')-1'/&%44*'$&&('",3
Martin Jackaman is a CP Consortium member who, while working for Nottingham City
B17$A"45')%0'"$6146&('"$'#%"$"$#'%../16%4':1/',-&'BC',1"4&,3'U&'0%"(X'

“People with profound disabilities and their carers can now visit the city,
knowing that they have a haven with the right equipment which is safe,
clean and easy to access.”
Bethan Foden, a local parent, said:

“Our daughter Lowri was very comfortable when we used the changing
bench and the whole place was spotless.”

W1,,"$#-%8'B",*'B17$A"4'./1(7A&('%'4&%2&,',1'./181,&',-&"/'.7;4"A'BC':%A"4",*3'
They operate a simple membership scheme for access
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Case study:

Membership scheme with personal fobs
Middlesbrough Bus Station
@-&'+/0,'BC':%A"4",*',1';&';7"4,'"$'J"((4&0;/17#-'"0'41A%,&('%,',-&';70'0,%,"1$3'I$'7$70&('
/118'41A%,&('-&/&')%0'%$'"(&%4'A-1"A&':1/'%'$&)'BC',1"4&,5';&A%70&'",')%0'07:+A"&$,4*'
0.%A"1705'A17$A"4'1)$&(5'%$('0",7%,&('"$',-&',1)$'A&$,/&3'@-&'810,'A-%44&$#"$#'"007&')-&$'
planning the facility was management, particularly as there was no bus station manager at
,-&',"8&3
The cleaning, management and ongoing costs associated with the provision of the facility
)&/&'&6&$,7%44*'/&0146&(';*',-&'A17$A"43'U1)&6&/5',-&';70'0,%,"1$'A1$,"$7&0',1'&H.&/"&$A&'
0"#$"+A%$,'./1;4&80'/&4%,"$#',1'%$,"01A"%4';&-%6"17/3'@-&/&:1/&',-&'BC'0,&&/"$#'#/17.'1.,&('
to run a membership scheme for the toilet, to ensure that it would be accessed only by the
.&1.4&')-1'/&%44*'$&&('",3'
Middlesbrough Shopmobility offered to operate the membership scheme, while the CP
0,&&/"$#'#/17.'(&6"0&('%')&4A18&'.%A?':1/'$&)'8&8;&/03'@-"0'A1$,%"$0'8&8;&/0-".'
information, an application form, frequently asked questions, a disclaimer and information
%;17,',-&'1.&/%,"1$'%$('0%:&')1/?"$#'41%('1:',-&'&M7".8&$,3'=$'A18.4&,"1$'1:',-&'
application form, all members are provided with a fob which allows them to access the
:%A"4",*3'`&,%"40'1:',-&'8&8;&/0-".'0A-&8&'%/&'A4&%/4*'("0.4%*&('17,0"(&',-&':%A"4",*3
The vandalresistant fob system was installed following consultation with the council’s
!&A7/",*'=:+A&/3'I44':1;0'%/&'$78;&/&('%$(5'1$A&'"007&(',1'8&8;&/05'8&8;&/0L'A1$,%A,'
(&,%"40'%/&'?&.,'0&A7/&4*'%,'J"((4&0;/17#-'!-1.81;"4",*3'@-&':1;'0*0,&8'./16"(&0'(%,%'
)-"A-'A%$';&'/&6"&)&(',1'0-1)':/&M7&$A*'1:'70&3'91;0'A%$'%401';&'"$0,%$,4*'(&%A,"6%,&('
":',-&*'%/&'410,5'1/'":'%$*;1(*'"0':17$(',1';&'%;70"$#',-&':%A"4",*3
@-&':1;0'%/&';/"#-,4*'A1417/&(5')",-'A1$,/%0,"$#'0,"A?&/0'("0.4%*"$#',-&"/'$78;&/03'@1'&$07/&'
easy access for all users, they are held in front of the reader rather than needing to be
0)".&(3

The fob reader [left] and fob [right] at Middlesbrough Bus Station’s CP facility are designed to manage access
while remaining user friendly
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Information
management
Any information about the venue, such as
",0')&;0",&5'0-174('8%?&'0.&A"+A'/&:&/&$A&'
,1',-&'BC':%A"4",*3'K,'"0'%401'6&/*'"8.1/,%$,',1'
advertise CP facilities to potential users at
the venue itself, and staff should be trained
01',-%,',-&*'A%$'("/&A,'6"0",1/0',1',-&':%A"4",*3'
If people are not aware that the facility
exists, it will be underused and therefore
)"44'$1,';&$&+,',-&'.&1.4&')-1'$&&('",3'
Clear, accurate, uptodate and easily
accessible information about the facility
should be provided through a variety of
media so that journeys and visits can
;&'.4%$$&(3'G$1)"$#')-%,':%A"4","&0'%/&'
available, their location, opening times,
whether a key is required and the type of
equipment provided will reassure people
,-%,',-&"/'./1.10&('>17/$&*'"0'6"%;4&3

PAMIS with Learning Disability Alliance Scotland
have produced A Directory of Changing Places
Toilets in Scotland

Spreading the message

The Changing Places website provides details on
all registered CP toilets and includes photographs,
equipment and access information shared by
service providers

Changing Places toilets

Middlesbrough Council provide photographs and
details on all of their CP toilets on their website
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!-&:+&4('-%6&'./1(7A&('%'4&%2&,')",-'(&,%"40'1$'41A%4'BC':%A"4","&0'%$('%'-&4.:74'/&8"$(&/',1'6"0",1/0',1';/"$#'
their own slings

The following information should be readily
accessible and uptodate:

"
"
"

! location
! opening hours
! access and security arrangements
! equipment and hoist sling

Operating instructions for the hoist, height
adjustable changing bench and height
adjustable washbasin should be displayed
"$0"(&',-&'BC',1"4&,3

compatibility (see Hoist slings in
Chapter 4, EquipmentP3

This information should be provided through
a variety of media including:

"
"
"
"
"

!'6"0",1/'"$:1/8%,"1$'4&%2&,0
! websites
! signage
! telephone and textphone enquiries
! staff reception desks
!'%4,&/$%,"6&':1/8%,03

Kent County Council have created a map of
Changing Places facilities available across the county

It is a good idea to provide a brief
explanation of what a CP toilet is outside
,-&':%A"4",*'",0&4:3'@-"0'0-174('/&(7A&'8"070&'
of the facility, and will also promote its
availability to potential users who are
7$%)%/&'1:',-&'BC'0A-&8&3'
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Equipment testing

For suggested wording for such a sign,
see 2#3$'3+)'$4)5'6/$4#$3 in Chapter 3,
Planning and design3

and maintenance

Signage should be also provided to direct
people to alternative toilet facilities such as:

Certain regulations govern the frequency
%$(',*.&'1:'/&#74%/'8%"$,&$%$A&3'U1"0,0'
need to be serviced and maintained in
accordance with the Lifting Operations
%$('\":,"$#'_M7".8&$,'Z&#74%,"1$0'Qaad3'
For more information, see see Health and
safety legislation in Chapter 2, Legislative
4"/F$(*#,!P3'K,'"0',-&'/&0.1$0";"4",*'1:',-&'
building management to ensure this takes
.4%A&3

! unisex accessible toilets
! singlesex sanitary facilities
!';%;*'A-%$#"$#':%A"4","&03
This will help to ensure that CP toilets are
not used by people who are able to access
1,-&/':%A"4","&03'!&&'2#3$'3+)'$4)5'6/$4#$3
in Chapter 3, Planning and design3'

!""A programme of regular inspections,
maintenance and servicing of all
moveable and motorised equipment
0-174(';&'"8.4&8&$,&(3

The use of the CP facility should be
81$",1/&(3'B70,18&/':&&(;%A?'0-174(';&'
encouraged and a dialogue with users
0-174(';&'&0,%;4"0-&(3'@-"0')"44'-&4.'
1/#%$"0%,"1$0'8&&,',-&'$&&(0'1:'70&/03
It should also highlight potential problems
at an early stage, enabling a prompt
/&0.1$0&'%$('%../1./"%,&'/&A,"+A%,"1$'
)1/?'":'$&A&00%/*3

!""Accurate records of all equipment tests,

"$0.&A,"1$0'%$('0&/6"A"$#'0-174(';&'?&.,3'

Daytoday
management
J%$*',%0?0'$&&(',1';&'7$(&/,%?&$'(%"4*3'
In situations where a CP toilet is used
repeatedly throughout the day, such as in
a healthcare facility, more frequent checks
%$('A4&%$"$#')"44';&'/&M7"/&(3'J%$%#&8&$,'
and maintenance staff should ensure the
CP toilet is cleaned and restocked, and that
batteries are fully charged, on a daily basis,
1/'81/&'1:,&$'":'/&M7"/&(3

!""Routes – Staff should ensure that all
Clear signage will help direct visitors to the CP facility
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routes, including entrances, lobbies,
corridors, steps and ramps, are clean, free
1:'1;0,/7A,"1$0'%$(')&44'4",3'_H,&/$%4'/17,&0'
should be kept clear of fallen leaves, snow
%$('"A&3

!""60$,"$' – Directional signage should

be clearly visible at all times and not
obscured by temporary notices, posters,
:7/$",7/&'1/'1,-&/'",&803'!"#$%#&'0-174('
;&'?&.,'A4&%$3

!""Assistance alarm – Pull cords and reset

buttons should be tested regularly to
ensure they are easy to operate and fully
:7$A,"1$%43'B-&A?0'0-174('%401';&'8%(&'
to ensure that audible and visual alarms,
including those positioned immediately
outside the room and those positioned
remotely (such as at a reception or service
desk), are fully functional and tested for
/&0.1$0&3

!""Door and ironmongery – The toilet door
should be maintained so that it does not
;&A18&'0,"::'1/'-&%6*',1'1.&/%,&3'`11/'
handles and locks should be checked to
&$07/&',-&*'%/&':744*'1.&/%;4&3

!""Equipment – All items of equipment

should be inspected regularly to ensure
they remain in good condition, are
positioned correctly and are ready for
70&3'K$'BC',1"4&,0')",-'81;"4&'A-%$#"$#'
benches, the bench should be returned
,1'",0'(&0"#$%,&('.10","1$3'9/&&0,%$("$#'
waste bins should be returned to their
designated locations so they do not
obstruct access and are ready for the next
70&/3'@-&'16&/-&%('-1"0,'81,1/'0-174(';&'
/&,7/$&(',1'",0'A-%/#"$#'7$",3

!""Batteries – Equipment powered by

batteries should be fully recharged
16&/$"#-,3'_M7".8&$,'0-174('%401';&'
returned to its charging position between
70&/0'(7/"$#',-&'(%*3

!""Fire alarm'<'D-&$&6&/',-&';7"4("$#L0'+/&'
alarm is tested, a check should be made
to ensure that the visual alarm within the
CP toilet is activated and that the sound
4&6&4'1:',-&'%7(";4&'%4%/8'"0'%(&M7%,&3

!""Heating – The room temperature should

be checked regularly and monitored
to ensure the required temperature is
8%"$,%"$&(3'm1$&'%$('A1$,/14'0&,,"$#0'
should be carefully checked to ensure
that heating in the CP toilet is maintained
at times when heating is switched off
&40&)-&/&'"$',-&';7"4("$#3

!""Lighting – Lights should be checked

regularly within the CP toilet and along
%AA&00'/17,&03'I$*'$1$E:7$A,"1$"$#'4"#-,'
;74;0'0-174(';&'/&.4%A&('"88&("%,&4*3'
In situations in which light switching is
centrally controlled, lights along access
routes and in the CP toilet should be
activated at any time whenever the facility
"0'%6%"4%;4&':1/'70&3

!""6#++10'2 – Items such as toilet paper,

soap, hand towels and paper roll should be
A-&A?&('%$('/&0,1A?&('(%"4*3'K:',-&':%A"4",*'
is in continuous use during the day, more
frequent checks should be made to ensure
,-&/&'%/&'07:+A"&$,'07..4"&0':1/'&6&/*'70&/3

!""Cleanliness – Thorough daily cleaning of

%44'07/:%A&0'%$('&M7".8&$,'"0'&00&$,"%43'
Spotchecks throughout the day are also
advised, particularly if the facility is in
A1$,"$7170'70&3'Z&#74%/'270-"$#'1:')%,&/'
outlets is recommended to reduce the risk
1:'4&#"1$&44%3

For more information visit:
7779/%",$0,$[+1"/'29*($9#F
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Management checklist
6&"..)&("0,'!)",!)"7"(')*.)."/010&0'2
@8'($',/=)'$('22<)"1"(8)",!)+*7'()/#&)('2+*,2')+*10/0'2)
>('[;020&)0,.*(8"&0*,)*,)7'420&')",!)1'"-'&2
N//'22)(*#&'2)/1'",)",!).('')*.)*42&(#/&0*,2
60$,"$')*,)(*#&'2)",!)."/010&=)/1'"(1=);02041'
]**()%",!1'2)",!)1*/F2).#11=)*+'("41'
Changing bench in correct position
:"2&')40,)/%'/F'!)D,*&)*42&(#/&0,$)'M#0+8',&)*()&(",2.'()2+"/'E
Hoist motor and changing bench returned to charging
+*20&0*,)e)4"&&'(0'2)/%"($'!

Supplies fully stocked:
Toilet paper
6*"+
J",!)&*7'12
Paper roll
6",0&"(=)!02+',2'(
N11)2#(."/'2)",!)'M#0+8',&)&%*(*#$%1=)/1'",'!)#20,$)"++(*+(0"&')
/1'",0,$)+(*!#/&2)",!)('$#1"(1=)/%'/F'!
:"&'()*#&1'&2)0,/1#!0,$)2%*7'(2)",!)20,F2<)"(')-#2%'!)('$#1"(1=)0,)10,')
70&%)(02F)"22'228',&
N1"(8)"&).#11)1',$&%<),*&)&0'!)#+)*()*,)&*+)*.)*&%'()'M#0+8',&
N1"(82)&'2&'!)&*)',2#(')"#!0*;02#"1)20$,"12)7*(F)",!)('/'0;')")('2+*,2'
T'$#1"()'M#0+8',&)&'2&2<)0,2+'/&0*,2)",!)2'(;0/0,$<)('/*(!2)F'+&
N11)10$%&2)7*(F0,$<)&'8+'("&#(')/*(('/&
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Index

Handrails, see grabrails
U%$('(/*"$#5'RR5'ic
Health and safety, 27
Heating, 63
U&"#-,0'1:'+,,"$#05'eR5'iQ
U&"#-,E%(>70,%;4&')%0-;%0"$5'eR5'Re
U1"0,5'RR5'id
U1"0,'04"$#05'Ri

I4%/8'0*0,&805'RR5'iS5'ia5'dR'
Assistance, 28
I7,18%,"A'DB0'n'D%0-E%$(E(/*',1"4&,05'RS
Bins, 62, 69
Building Regulations, 23, 88
B&"4"$#',/%A?'-1"0,5'RR5'id
Checklists:
Risk recommendations, 29
Planning and design, 48
Equipment and environment, 66
Management and maintenance, 86
Consultation, 30
B-%$#"$#';&$A-5'Rc5'id
Coat hooks, 63
B1410,18*'0-&4:5'RS
Colour contrast, see visual contrast
Costs, 71
Cleaning, see maintenance
Curtain, see privacy screen

Information provision, 43, 82
Layouts, 31
BS 8300 layout, 32
Alternative corner door positions, 33
Central door layout, 34
'
U&"#-,0':1/'+,,"$#05'eR
Heights for shower area, 36
Heights for shower area with seat, 61
Legislation, 20
\"#-,"$#5'iR
\1A?05'RQ5'cc5'dQ

Design, see layouts
Doors, 49
'
I7,18%,"A'(11/5'Va5'RQ
'
I4,&/$%,"6&'(11/05'R[
'
U%$(4&05'eR5'Va
'
\1A?05'RQ5'cc5'dQ
'
N/%;/%"405'eR5'Va
'
B1$,/%0,5'R['
`/1.E(1)$'07..1/,'/%"405'eR5'RS

Manual handling, 28,
Management and maintenance checklist, 86
Membership schemes, 78
Mirror, 62
Mobile Changing Places toilets, 42
National Key Scheme, 77
C%.&/E,1)&4'("0.&$0&/5'RR
C%.&/'O)"(&P'/144'("0.&$0&/5'Ra
C&$"$074%/',1"4&,5'RQ
Planning and design checklist, 48
Portable / Mobile Changing Places toilets, 42
C%.&/',1)&405'RR
C/"6%A*'A7/,%"$'1/'0A/&&$5'Rc
Professional advice, 30

Equality legislation, 20
Equipment and environment checklist, 66
Environment, 63, 66
9"/&'%4%/80'%$('&#/&005'iS5'dR5'di
Funding, 7174
9411/"$#5'9411/'(/%"$05'Ra5'iV
N/%;/%"405'eR5'VR5'RS5'ic
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Radar Key (National Key System) 77
Risk assessment, 29, 76
Routes, 42, 84
Sanitary towel dispensers, 63
Security, 77
!-1)&/5'ei5'Ra5'iQ5'ia
Shower seat, 61, 69
Signage, 43
Sink, see washbasin
Slings, see hoist slings
!1%.'("0.&$0&/5'RR
!,%::',/%"$"$#5'cR5'ci
Standards, 23, 88
Statutory consents, 31
@%.05'RV
@1"4&,5'RQ
Training, see staff training
VAT relief, 71
Ventilation, 64
g"07%4'A1$,/%0,5'iR
D%0-;%0"$5'eR5'Re
Waste bins, 62, 69
Water supply, 64
D%*+$("$#5'Ve
DB5'RQ5'ii
Website, 82
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Changing Places: the practical guide
Many disabled people cannot use standard toilet facilities – often requiring personal assistance,
extra space and particular equipment, including a changing bench and hoist.
Changing Places offer a solution. These larger facilities are designed to support disabled
people who need assistance. This guide offers information and guidance to anyone
wishing to install a Changing Places facility.

